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Abstract

My interest in schools' zero tolerance policies as a method of discipline arose out
of the manner in which my son's behavior was singled out as troubling to his teacher. In
addition, the fact that my daughter, despite her proclivity to socialize during classes has
never been labeled by any of her teachers as troubling aroused my parental curiosity. I
noted how teachers related differently to my son than they did to my daughter and
discovered through my interest in this subject that African American males are being
displaced from the educational system and routed to alternative schools or directly to
juvenile facilities via zero tolerance polices.
For that reason, the purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the literature
on zero tolerance as a disciplinary tool and educational policy and discern its racial
implications in general and its implications for the education of Black male students in
particular. The study was not limited to an analysis of zero tolerance policies for public
schools, but also included an analysis of the history of discipline in American public
schools, racialized discourses, politics of zero tolerance, and legislation pre-dating zero
tolerance policies in public schools. Personal memories of my lived experiences are an
important part of this thesis. Information collected since the policy was instituted shows
that all children are potentially affected by this policy; however, statistical data supports
the premise that the policy is being used at an alarming rate to push children of color out
of the educational system, especially Black males.
The theoretical framework for this qualitative study was a hybrid of Cultural
Studies and Critical Race Theory because it analyzed various discourses using theories
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from both theoretical models. Using a Cultural Studies discourse, I was able to explore
zero tolerance and the criminal association that has taken hostage of the discipline
process related to children's behavior in the social setting of the school. Critical Race
Theory sanctioned an exploration of racial issues like the stigmas that history has placed
on African American males that associates a life of criminality with the color of one's
skin.
This was intended to be a qualitative case study, but due to difficulties locating
participants for the study, I decided on an approach that would allow analysis of
discourses or written text. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) emerged as a viable
method for analyzing written language or text within a given discourse. CDA fits well
within the network of my chosen theoretical framework of Cultural Studies and Critical
Race Theory. "Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is a type of discourse analytical
research that primarily studies the way social power abuse, dominance and inequality are
enacted, reproduced and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context"
(Schiffrin, Tannen & Hamilton, 200 1).
The analytical results from this study revealed that our lived experiences, socially
constructed teachings, memory modes, positions of power, religion, and economics all
inform decisions we make, especially policy makers and those dominant in society.
Historical and racialized discourses inform our identity on a daily basis. Identity is not
static and morphs (changes) depending on how we are situated at any given moment.
The five policies analyzed reveal how school districts interpret the law differently
leading to misinterpreted language in zero tolerance policies that allows for subjective
implementation based on the students' gender and color of skin. Safety in schools is
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paramount for all parents. However, the findings of this study show that zero tolerance
polices as interpreted and implemented is not an appropriate form of discipline and that
our society should collectively work toward a system of discipline that is equitable and
does not victimize students from particular groups.
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CHAPTERl
Introduction

Introduction to Problem
My interest in schools' zero tolerance policies as a method of discipline arose out
of the manner in which my son's behavior was singled out as troubling to his teacher. In
addition, the fact that my daughter, despite her proclivity to socialize during classes has
never been labeled by any of her teachers as troubling aroused my parental curiosity. I
noted how teachers related differently to my son than they did to my daughter and
discovered through initial, cursory research into this subject that African American males
are being displaced from the educational system and routed to alternative schools or
directly to juvenile facilities via zero tolerance polices. Schools are a microcosm and
reflective of our society as a whole. Schools also represent places of socialization for
children, where the curriculum includes lessons on character building, yet schools have
become sites where education is violent and equal opportunity for Black males is
incarceration. According to the latest statistics from the U.S. Department of Justice,
"more that two million men and women are now behind bars in the United States.
Although blacks account for only twelve percent of the U.S. population, forty-four
percent of all prisoners in the United States are black" (Human Rights watch, 2003, pp. 12).

This study contributes to the literature on zero tolerance as an educational policy
and tool for classroom management and maintenance of school discipline. The study
explored written language through critical discourse analysis and discovered the effect
zero tolerance has on students' "life in schools" (McLaren, 1989).
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This is a critical discourse analysis (CDA) qualitative study of a variety of
documents pertaining to school discipline and zero tolerance (especially those related to
its application to and effects on Black male students). The study. will explore how zero
tolerance has been interpreted as a discipline policy and widely accepted into educational
settings without being subjected to a critical analysis of its effect on Black males within
the school setting.

Rationale for the Study
Racial disparities in the application of school discipline in the United States have
been documented for at least the last twenty-five years. "In one of the earliest statistical
studies of minority overrepresentation in school discipline, the Children's Defense Fund
(1975), . . . found rates of Suspension for black students that were between two and three
times higher that suspension rates for white students at the elementary, middle, and high
school levels. While 29 states suspended over 5 percent of their total black enrollment,
only four states suspended over 5 percent of white students" (Skiba, 2000, p. 1 1). Skiba
further states that, ''Suspension appears to be used with greater frequency in urban areas
than in suburban or rural areas" (p. 10). Black males are disciplined more often and more
severely than any other minority group.
Authors Skiba and Noam (2002) quote from a 1997 report released by the U.S.
Department of Education titled The Condition ofEducation. The report states that,
"almost 25 percent of all African Americans male students were suspended at least once
over a four-year period and that these patterns exist throughout the country" (p. 74). The
disparate expulsion and suspension rate for Black males has been documented for almost
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thirty years and this year (2005) marks the fifty-first anniversary of Brown vs. the Board
of Education case. Such a dichotomy exists when you consider that approximately thirty
years of the fifty-one years of mandated integration intended to achieve equal educational
opportunities have been spent documenting disparate treatment between Black and White
students, particularly males. "Numerous studies demonstrate that students who are
suspended or expelled are more likely than their peers to drop out of school altogether.
Thus, zero tolerance compounds the racial inequities in school discipline by escalating
the sheer numbers of students of color who are excluded from public education in the
U.S." (Keleher, 2000, p. 4). Zero tolerance is problematic as a term because its
beginnings were in the criminal justice system and problematic as a process as it relates
to subjective interpretation of the legislation that pre-dated the practice in public schools.
"Zero tolerance is not the problem as much as it is symptomatic of a much broader set of
issues centered around the gulf between the regime of the political-everything that
concerns modes of power-and the realm ofpolitics-the multiple ways in which human
beings create and question established power ..." (Giroux, 2001, p.5). Those in society
situated in positions of power influence the discourses that serve to shape discursive
events like classroom management or discipline in schools and as a result manipulate the
language of educational policies to maintain the status quo and support these ideologies.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the literature on zero
tolerance as a disciplinary tool and educational policy and discern its racial implications
in general and its implications for the education of Black male students in particular.
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Information collected since the policy was instituted shows that all children are
potentially affected by this policy; however, statistical data supports the premise that the
policy is being used at an alarming rate to push children of color out of the educational
system, especially Black males.
Significance of the Study
This study is significant in refining our current understanding of the language in
schools' zero tolerance policies and exploring whether or not the implementation of the
zero tolerance policy has an effect on Black males in the educational setting of the
school. If in fact the policy is affecting Black males in the school system then it is in fact
affecting society as a whole. Conclusions from this study will contribute to the discourse
on discipline and classroom management and be useful for students, parents, and school
systems.

Explanation and Discussion of Terms
The intent of this section is to define and clarify for the reader the key terms that
will be used throughout this qualitative study. I have deviated from the usual approach of
defining terms and engaged in a discussion and elaboration of each of the terms as they
pertain to the study. Thus, the entries here serve to define the terms as well as start a
discussion of how they operate in relation to the topic.
The term zero is intimately connected to tolerance and will occur most often in
that respect. However, the term or symbol (0) carries more weight in mathematical
discourses. Zero is a number that is neither negative nor positive on the x (horizontal
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number line) and y (vertical number line) axis. Zero has no measurable value, it is
nothing, except when applied to a discipline policy that relies on government funding
based on a state's caseload per year, and then the value is measurable.
An operational definition for tolerance is "The act of allowing something"
(Webster et al, p. 124 1 2a). However, when you consider a mundane act like a child
pointing a finger to simulate a gun (which my son did as a toddler) is considered a
violation of the zero tolerance policy nothing is allowed. Attaching the term zero to
tolerance seems to negate the very act of allowing something.
Zero tolerance is a term that is associated with a broad spectrum of infractions
from petty crimes to major aberrant behaviors. It was intended to impress upon violators
that a crime committed, no matter how minor or severe would result in a harsh
punishment. ''Zero tolerance began as a prohibition against guns" (Ayers et al, p. xiii).
"The term has become a generic term to cover many forms of misconduct in schools, and
the definition of zero tolerance varies widely across states" (Caldwell, 1997, p. 1).
Although a precise, singular, definition of the term zero tolerance continues to prove
elusive, its very existence has permeated society and the term is now included in two
major dictionaries.
The American Heritage College Dictionary (2002) defines zero tolerance as "The
policy or practice of not tolerating undesirable behavior, such as illegal drug use, esp. in
the automatic imposition of severe penalties for first offenses" (Houghton Miffin
Company, 2002, p. 1594).
The Oxford American College Dictionary (2002) defines zero tolerance as
"Refusal to accept antisocial behavior, typically by strict and uncompromising
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application of the law" (G. P. Putnam's Sons, 2002, p. 1663). Both undesirable and
antisocial behaviors are very subjective determinations (unless the behavior is very
destructive) and assigning those terms to another individual is heavily weighed by lived
experiences of the parties involved.
Race, whether defined in terms of phenotype or social construction continues to
be a subject of debate in America, which usually results in color classifications.
Discussions among my peers concerning race, culture, and ethnicity are merged and
applied interchangeable to define race. Because race is often times reduced to skin color,
this study will use the term Black and African American interchangeably. People
brought from the African continent and enslaved in America have been labeled based on
the politics of the time. Appiah and Gutmann ( 1998) assert that historically:
If we follow the badge of color from "African" to "Negro" to "colored race" to
"black" to "Afro-American" to "African-American" (and this ignores such
fascinating detours as the route by way of "Afro-Saxton") we are thus tracing the
history not only of a signifier, a label, but also a history of its effects (p. 76).
Instead of an ice cream flavor of the month, people of color in America have been
confined to a flavor of the political times for identification and statistical purposes. Even
the American Psychological Association Manual (2002) states that "Currently both the
terms "Black" and "African American" are widely accepted, while ''Negro" and "Afro
American" are not. These things change, so use common sense" (p. 68). Even a
discourse on how to write, acknowledges the politics associated with naming people of
color depending on what is acceptable at 'the time'.
Everyday understanding of discourse is written or spoken communication.
Foucault defines discourse as "writings in an area of technical knowledge, specialized or
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technical knowledge, and specialized or technical vocabulary" (Fillingham, 1993, p.
101). Fillingham writes that Foucault's "idea is that technical specialists always work
together to establish their field and its dominant ideas. These technical fields have had
ever increasing power over people, and these discourses have profoundly shaped the
structure of our society" (p. 101). The media is a perfect example of how the dominant in
our society mainstream various ideologies that serve to reproduce racism in society even
though the discourse maybe communicated in a neutral format.
A cultural studies model is used as an umbrella discourse to inform this study.
Although, difficult to define, "Cultural Studies can also be defined as the utilization of
critical theory in undertaking a sociopolitical project" (Wright, 2000, p. 1) which works
well within the framework of this study.
A critical race theory model informed discussions specific to race. Critical race
theory sanctions an exploration of racial issues like the stigmas that history has place on
African American males associating them to a life of criminality based on the color of
their skin. Critical race theory also challenges the dominant discourse on race and racism
as it relates to education by examining how educational theory and practice are used to
subordinate certain racial and ethnic groups.
The analytical approach used to analyze documents was critical discourse
analysis (CDA). In describing CDA, Teun A. van Dijk states that, "Critical discourse
analysis is a type of discourse analytical research that primarily studies the way social
power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and
talk in the social and political context" (Schiffrin, Tannen & Hamilton, 2003, p. 352).
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The first step in the CDA analytical process involved an identification of topics or
macropropositions that "represent what a discourse 'is about"' (van Dijk, 2001, p. 102).
Macropropositions give an indication of what the discourse is about by summarizing
text(s) and "controls many other aspects of discourse and its analysis" (p. 102).
Topic sentences reduce the data down another level, represent a summary of
macropropositions, and are the second step in the analytical process drawn from van
Dijk's CDA approach.
The third step in van Dijk's CDA analytical process results in local meanings.
Local meanings "are the results of the selection made by speakers or writers in their
mental models of events or their more general, socially shared beliefs" (p. 103). These
mental models (i.e. stereotypical caricatures) are socially constructed representations that
serve to create "ingroups" (p. 103) and "outgroups" (p. I 03). Local meanings highlight
the words that are used to marginalize certain groups of people while maintaining a level
of dominance for others.
Image is a term often associated with race and confused with identity. As
individuals, the way we interact with another person sometimes depends on first
impressions and those impressions are often times based strictly on what we see or the
image of the other. Image is defined several ways, but for the purposes of this study, I
choose to use the following definition: "A mental conception held in common by
members of a group and symbolic of a basic attitude and orientation (Merriam-Webster,
1986, p. 600 2a). This definition of image involves lived experiences. For example,
when I meet a person for the first time, I scan my brain to retrieve information that might
'fit' the person before me. I am thus constructing an image of that person based on
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subjective information gathered over time from the media, school, work, and interactions
with others. When I interface with a 'short' man at work, I immediately (without thought)
conjure up an image of Napoleon Bonaparte and all the negativisms associated with that
character. I am on the defense simply because of the short men stories I have heard over
the years. A friend in college told me that a short man has to compensate for being
vertically challenged and is just a pain to be around and work with. Therefore, I limit that
person's capacity as a human being based on a preconceived notion that a man's height
determines his character. The historically constructed image of Black males (discussed
in Chapter 3) closely mimics the example of 'short' men and how stored information
(criteria) informs how we interface with others, especially when differences are a
variable. Teun van Dijk ( 1997) refers to the dominant in society's ability to regulate what
images are or are not acceptable in society as "positive self-presentation with negative
other-presentation" (p. 166).
Agency is the ability of a person or group to act on their own behalf equipped with
an enlightened knowing that authorizes active participation in their lives and the lives of
others. "British cultural studies developed an insistence on notions of agency in cultural
theory. This means studying not how people are in a passively inherited culture but what
we do with the cultural commodities that we encounter and use in daily life
("practice"). .. (Denzin et al, 2000, p. 33 1). An example of lack of agency is what the
students and parents embodied during my discussions with them about zero tolerance
policies and how it was affecting the students. Parents were fearful of pushing the issue
any further and students did not want to get in more trouble. I could not persuade either
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the parents or the students to adopt the notion of agency and become active in the process
of speaking on behalf of their children.
Several different schools of thought exist on how to discipline and when to
discipline a child, this study will view discipline as a "process or method used to enforce
control in school. Discipline is a means for achieving social control within the school and
for preparing disciplined workers" (Ballantine, 1 993, p. 50).
Language is a term that is used frequently throughout this study. This study will
challenge our everyday notion of language as representative of how one speaks from a
particular country of origin. Stuart Hall ( 1997) argues that language is used "to make
sense of the world." The phrase Hall uses is "language systems" in theorizing that
language is a vital circuit closer because it externalizes the internalized meaning we have
constructed in our heads to make sense of the representation of the world, and events
( 1997).

Organization of the Study
Chapter 1 introduces readers to the issue, type of study and tradition this research
will employ. The succeeding chapter comprises the theoretical framework of the study. It
involves a discussion of both the general theoretical framework as well as an indication
of the theoretical framework of the research approach. Thus, it includes discussions of
the paradigm, cultural studies, critical race theory, the tradition of discourse analysis, and
critical discourse analysis as a qualitative approach. Chapter 3 opens with a description of
the initial study design and difficulties faced while pursuing that path. The chapter
continues with discussions of document collection, the utility of CDA, and the process of
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data collection and concludes with data analysis. Given the evolution of classroom
management and society's perpetuation of negative stereotypes relegating African
American males to a life of criminality; zero tolerance polices appear to be effecting the
education of this group of American citizens. Chapter 4 begins with the history of
discipline in American Schools, and ends with a discussion on racialized discourses that
help to shape the social construction of Black male identity and image from slavery until
this present day with personal reflections related to my identity as a Black woman.
Chapter 5 begins the discussion of the politics of zero tolerance in American society as a
determent for crimes; to the way, it has spilled into public school systems' discourse and
policy with the purpose of providing a safety net against weapons in schools. This
chapter continues with a discussion on legislation that pre-dated zero tolerance policies in
public schools. The last part of chapter three ends with a review of five school districts'
zero tolerance policies. The sixth chapter ensues with a presentation and discussion of
data. The data will be analyzed using Teun A. van Dijk's (200 1 ) levels and dimensions
of CDA (p. 95) approach that involves macropropositions, topic sentences and local
meanings of language. The final chapter summarizes the study, draws conclusions, and
recommendations for further study.
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CHAPTER 2
Theoretical Framework
Introduction
Researchers view the world through lenses comprised of both subjective and
objective criteria based on every day experiences and their belief, what researchers refer
to as their paradigmatic orientations. Denzin et al. (2000), for example, label the
collective set of researchers' beliefs as a "paradigm or an interpretive framework" (p. 19).
This framework is a "basic set of beliefs that guides action" (Guba, p, 17). Denzin and
Lincoln identify several paradigms including positivist, postpositivist, constructivist,
critical, feminist, poststructuralist (2000, p. 20). This qualitative study is based on and
grounded in what Denzin and Lincoln (2000) identify as the critical paradigm. More
specifically the study is based on a cultural studies informed CDA tradition within the
critical paradigm.
A critical paradigm and cultural studies model of interpretation "privilege a
materialist-realist ontology; that is, the real world makes a material difference in terms of
race, class, and gender" (Denzin et al, p. 2 1). I subscribe to an ontology that holds that
there is a real reality out there but the actions of those in power help to shape and
misshape people's reality. Thus, the politics of race and an epistemology of color
influence my analysis and interpretation of data. A cultural studies model was used as an
umbrella discourse to infonn this study and critical race theory model framed the race
specific aspect of the study. Both models were used to explain and contextualize the
findings from the discourse analysis and are further explained in the succeeding section.
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Cultural Studies and Critical Race Theory
The theoretical framework for this qualitative study was a hybrid of Cultural
Studies and Critical Race Theory because it analyzed various discourses using theories
from both theoretical models. Utilizing a cultural studies discourse, I was able to explore
zero tolerance and the criminal association that has taken hostage the discipline process
related to children's behavior in the social setting of the school. Critical race theory
sanctioned an exploration of racial issues like the stigma that history has placed on
African American males that associates a life of criminality with the color of one's skin.
Denzin et al assert that,
The broad interest of cultural studies tends to involve the production and nature
of the rules of inclusivity and exclusivity that guide academic investigation-in
particular, the way these rules shape and are shaped by relations of power. The
rules that guide academic investigation are inseparable from the rules of
knowledge production and research. Thus, cultural studies provide a disciplinary
critique that holds many implications (p.295).
Cultural studies allowed for critical research that explored the process of meaning making
that assigns certain characteristics to African American males from a social and historical
perspective within the framework of critical race theory.
Critical race theory or a critical social theory is "concerned in particular with
issues of power and justice and the ways that the economy, matters of race, class, and
gender, ideologies, discourses, education, religion and other social institutions and
cultural dynamics interact to construct a social system" (Denzin et al., p.281). This study
focused on the process of meaning making in zero tolerance discourses, discipline
discourses, and historical discourses and how each discourse intersects to form social
meanings that influence the school's implementation of discipline policies. Critical race
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theory allowed an examination of how discrimination plays out at different levels (i.e.,
individual, institutional, and societal) and influences teachers/principals decisions on how
certain students are discipline within the school setting.
Critical race theory pioneers such as Derrick Bell and Richard Delgado argue,
"Racism should not be viewed as acts of individual prejudice that can simply be
eradicated. Rather, it is an endemic part of American life, deeply ingrained through
historical consciousness and ideological choices about race, which in tum has directly
shaped the U.S. legal system and the ways people think about the law, racial categories,
and privilege" (Parker & Lynn, 2002, p.7). This theoretical model allowed an open and
detailed analysis of history and society's influence on the evolution of how African
American males are educated and disciplined in public schools. According to Laurence
Parker and Marvin Lynn, "Critical Race Theory and Qualitative Research examine the
ways critical race theory can be used as a tool through which to define, expose, and
address educational problems" (Parker et al, 2002, p. ).
This study sought to understand within the framework of critical race theory how
cultural norms shape how different groups define or describe what a 'weapon' is since the
policy intends to reduce violence related to school shootings. For example, would
African American parents consider a small pocket knife a weapon and would the parents
of a White child consider the same small pocket knife a deadly weapon or vice versa? I
think most school administrators dismiss the possibility of subjectivity and personal value
influences in deciding what constitutes undesirable or antisocial behavior.
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The outcome of this study will also serve to create what Patti Lather (1986) calls
emancipatory knowledge for students, parents, teachers, administrators, the public, and
the researcher. As she describes it, "emancipatory knowledge increases awareness of the
contradictions hidden or distorted by everyday understandings, and in doing so it directs
attention to the possibilities for social transformation inherent in the present configuration
of social process" (Lather, 1986, p. 1 1 ). Emancipatory knowledge allows for a process of
meaning making that empowers those marginalized students and parents to become
aware of and question privileges that restrict educational opportunities. It is knowledge
of or an increased awareness that encourages a "struggle against privilege" (Lather, 1984
& 1985, p. 262). It involves a struggle that will then allow parents and students to
"mutually negotiate" (p. 263) with teachers, principals, and school administrators a type
of discipline that permits and maintains learning for the student. This study was designed
to show, in part, ways in which the use of zero tolerance as an academic discipline tool
perpetuates forms of privilege for some groups while contributing to the oppression of
others. Zero tolerance operates much as Gage (1989) states of oppressive forms of
education in that it, "Enforces the theories of power in society; and the ways in which
education served and continues to serve the interests of the dominant social class, which
in our society has consisted of the rich, the white, and the male, against the poor, the non
white, and the female" (p. 4). Working within a critical race theory framework unites
critical workers with some common themes with one being that CRT is a necessary tool
for dismantling prevailing notions of fairness and neutrality in educational policy,
practice, and theory.
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Discourse Analysis
This study used Discourse Analysis (DA) as an umbrella approach in general and
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a detailed approach to analyze data. "Discourse
analysis challenges us to move from seeing language as abstract to seeing our words as
having meaning in a particular historical, social, and political condition . . . our words are
never neutral. . . our words are politicize, even if we are not aware of it, because they carry
the power that reflects the interests of those who speak" (McGregor, 2004, p.2).
According to van Dijk (2002), "the words of those in power are taken as 'self-evident
truths' and the words of those not in power are dismissed as irrelevant, inappropriate, or
without substance" (McGregor, p.2). These 'self-evident truths' silence African
American males resulting in resignation from students and parents. Self-evident truths in
the form of racial discourses or what Fairclough calls "language use conceived as social
practice" (Wodak et al, 2000, p. 148). The social practice of associating African
American males with a life of crime juxtaposes the social setting of schools and is a
shared discourse in British culture. The British also assign a life of criminality to Black
males which Paul Gilroy ( 1991) discusses in his book, There Ain 't No Black In The
Union Jack. He writes,
I am concerned here with the history of representations of black criminality and in
particular, with the elaboration of the idea that black law breaking is an integral
element in black culture.... The logic of this approach suggests an agenda for
anti-racists in which they forgo debating the indices of black criminality and seek
to show instead how obsessive concern with black law-breaking has come to sit at
the centre of contemporary racist thought. This must be inseparable from the task
of producing a strategy for dealing with those forms of racism, which look at the
black population as a whole through the lens, which criminal signs and imagery
provide. These same ideas and images inform the policies and practice of various
state agencies at both local and national levels (p. 76).
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Gilroy's ( 1991) cultural studies discussion on supposed and assumed African American
criminality supports the discussion below in the section on the politics of zero tolerance
as it relates to imposed African American criminality (Chapter 4).

Critical Discourse Analysis
An approach to discourse analysis is Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA).
Titscher, Meryer, Wodak, and Vetter (2000) write,
CDA is 'critical' in two senses: one sense is based on the ideas of the Frankfurt
School (in particular the work of Jurgen Habermas) and the other on a shared
tradition with so-called critical linguistics. According to Habermas a critical
science has to be self-reflective - that is to say, it must reflect the interests on
which it is based - and it must take account of the historical contexts of
interactions (p. 144).
This study reflected the interest of African American males and took into account the
historical context of classroom management or discipline and the social construction of
the African American males' identity and image that influence how people in society
interact with African American males. "CDA helps make clear the connections between
the use of language and the exercise of power" (McGregor, p.2). McGregor continues
with her explanation of CDA by drawing on the work of Michel Foucault "CDA tries to
illuminate ways in which the dominant forces in a society construct versions of reality
that favor their interests. By unmasking such practices, "CDA scholars aim to support
the victims of such oppression and encourage them to resist and transform their lives
(Foucault, 2000) the central tenet of critical theory and the critical science approach"
(McGregor, p.3). CDA influenced my stance as an intellectual who tends to "step out of
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the box and into the chaos" (Stulberg, 2004) by going against the popular mind set and
passionately pursuing issues of social injustice.
Foucault's unmasking of practices parallels Lather's emancipatory knowledge and
will be helpful in examining discursive events of discipline and zero tolerance discourses
related to discipline in schools to facilitate a more enlightening understanding of how this
educational policy is being interpreted and implemented in schools to reproduce racist
practices that are counter-productive to education.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology

Introduction
This section discusses the design for the intended study and the difficulties
associated with locating participants for that study. The final study design is discussed
followed by a description of data collection and data analysis.

Initial Study Design: Case Study
The design for this study was changed from a case study involving a participant
affected by a public school's zero tolerance policy to a critical discourse analysis that
analyzes the everyday language and uncovers the not so obvious, but common meanings
socially constructed by the dominant in society. The initial study design involved
selecting a participant who had been removed from the educational system via the zero
tolerance policy and study his experience with the policy and its effects on his life as a
student and effects on family life. I thought case study would be a particularly good
approach. As Denzin and Lincoln (2000) point out, "A case study is defined by interest in
individual cases, not by the methods of inquiry used" (p.435). The intent was to focus on
one case in order to understand the larger picture of using zero tolerance as an
educational discipline policy used to exclude a certain group of students from the
educational system and therefore would have been classified as an instrumental case
study. "An instrumental case study allows examination of a particular case mainly to
provide insight into an issue or to redraw a generalization. The case is of secondary
interest, it plays a supportive role, and it facilitates our understanding of something else"
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(p. 43 7). Locating a case study for my research proved to be a very difficult and timeconsuming process.
My efforts to find participants for this case study began by contacting a board of
education member. Unfortunately, I was told that information concerning zero tolerance
cases in the school system could not be shared. The board member suggested that I
contact school principals and proceeded to give me a short list to start with. I contacted
three schools on the list and each time there was a reluctance to share any information
regarding expulsions that resulted from the implementation of the policy. I explained to
each person that the information would be used for educational purposes only, but still no
useful information was forthcoming.
I decided to try the bottom up method (so to speak) and speak directly to people
that worked in community centers as well as to parents. It was my hope that word of
mouth communications would lead me to potential participants for the study. Through
these efforts, I was given the names of a few families to contact. My first contact was the
mother of a child who had been subjected to zero tolerance policy and who was eager to
participate. Regrettably, her son was not interested in participating in the study. The
other families I contacted never responded. In May 2003, I attended a community
meeting with parents and educators discussing methods for generating more involvement
in schools from parents and students. I spoke with a parent who is involved with a
community organization and he agreed to discuss my study with families and see if there
were potential participants for the study. Two months later, I was still canvassing people
for information on a child expelled from school via the zero tolerance policy. The
sentiment from parents has been one of not wanting to cause problems and the children
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do not want to get in any more trouble. From my discussions with parents and students at
the community center, some of the students and parents appear to have reached a state of
resignation and acquiesced to the judgment of those in power.
My research indicated that there was a huge disconnect in how one views the zero
tolerance policy and its effect depending on how one is situated in the educational
system. Those with less of a voice- parents and students- see the policy as unfair.
Administrators, principals, and teachers rarely take issue with the policy. "Those with
power are frequently least aware of-or least willing to acknowledge-its existence. Those
with less power are often most aware of its existence" (Weis & Fine, 1993, p.123).
Parental complaints are being heard and one school board has reviewed and revised its
implementation of the policy. According to a newspaper article, "The policy as it stood
before the changes the board made was vulnerable to challenges under due process and
civil rights considerations" (Anonymous, 2003). One board member stated that,
"Although the written policy does not make exceptions for elementary school children,
the school board does. The board has always taken the position that they are not legally
responsible for their actions. There is something else in their lives causing it"
(Anonymous, 2003). I contend that middle and high school aged children (although
older) also might have "something else in their lives causing it." After realizing that an
empirical study was not feasible for my research and locating a participant for my study
was not materializing; I began reading about other possible methodologies for conducting
the type of research that I was interested in conducting.
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Final Study Design: Document Collection and Critical Discourse Analysis
Over the course of writing the proposal for this study, I read books written about
zero tolerance and numerous articles with various opinions about the policy being used to
control violence in schools. With all this text in hand, critical discourse analysis (CDA)
emerged as a viable method for analyzing written language or text within a given
discourse. CDA fits well within the network of my chosen theoretical framework, of
cultural studies and critical race theory.
Schools are social institutions that are mandated by law to serve the educational
needs of all children, regardless of race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
disabilities, or class. Stereotypical, socially, and historically constructed "true beliefs"
based on certain characteristics assigned to one's skin color continues to perpetuate
institutionalized racism against African American males in the schools, thereby affecting
their educational growth.
Reflecting on my initial study design (case study) and my final study design
(CDA), both designs would have worked well for my research. A case study would have
allowed for an in-depth study of how the zero tolerance process affected an African
American male and his relationships with other students, teachers, principals, parents,
and life outside of school. Gathering useful information for a case study would have
been limited by first gaining access to sites for observation (i.e. school, home), and
rapport building with participants. While not providing a solution to the problem, CDA
proved to be a viable alternative for conducting research that would raise questions
concerning a social issue regarding discipline policies in public schools that affects
society as a whole. CDA allowed an intense exploration into a corpus of text connecting
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the past with the present that will encourage readers to question processes in schools that
maintain status quo and perpetuates racist practices.
Data Collection
Data such as federal legislation pre-dating the advent of zero tolerance policies for
schools, zero tolerance policies from five school systems, historical documents that
shaped society's image of African American men in particular were analyzed via critical
discourse analysis to uncover relational language that connects the data. I borrow the
term 'relational language'
(http://foldoc.doc.ic.ac. uk/foldoc/foldoc.cgi ?relational+language) from computer science
discipline and its use here refers to language used in historical documents, and is
presently being used in legislation and actual zero tolerance policies.
I began collecting and compiling information on zero tolerance, legislation,
school discipline and classroom management, and information on identify formation,
image building of African Americans in general, and several books on discourse and
critical discourse analysis. The documents were narrowed after writing about zero
tolerance and African American males in a qualitative research course. After undergoing
another iteration of culling documents, the semi-final count included about ten books on
discourse and CDA. The most useful books in that subject area for a novice using this
analytical approach were:
•!• Methods of Text and Discourse Analysis - Titscher, S., Meyer, M.
Wodak, R. & Vetter, E. (200 1)
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•!• The Handbook of Discourse Analysis - Shiffrin, D. Tannen, D. &
Hamilton, H. E. (200 1)
•!• The Handbook of Qualitative Research - Denzin, N. K. & Lincoln, Y. S.
(2nd edition, 2000)
•!• Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis - Wodak, Ruth (200 1)
Although these documents were used to assist in defining the "how to" of the analytical
approach, without these books, I would not have been able to streamline documents for
actual analysis.
Five school districts zero tolerance policies were chosen for analysis. Three of
the schools are located within the same state; one is a mid-western state and the fifth
policy is a northern state. These policy documents are designated as follows:
•!• Policy # 1 (Appendix A) Zero Tolerance Expulsions
•!• Policy #2 (Appendix B) Zero Tolerance Policy
•!• Policy #3 (Appendix C) Weapons in the Schools
•!• Policy #4 (Appendix D) Zero Tolerance for School Related Crimes
•!• Policy #5 (Appendix E) Citywide Standards of Discipline and
Intervention Measures
Butchart and McEwan's Classroom Discipline in American Schools. proved to be
an indispensable resource for discipline discourses. This section of the study was
informed by my discipline experiences as a student during the sixties and seventies in
Tennessee. The section on racialized discourses consists of a conglomeration of books,
internet sources, and personal accounts.
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Racialized discourses analyzed included:
•!• Deromanticizing BLACK HISTORY: Critical Essays and Reappraisals Walker, Clarence E. (1991)
•!• the education of black people - DuBois, W. E. B. ( 1973, 200 1)
•!• Black Looks: race and representation - hooks, bell ( 1992)
•!• We Real Cool, Black Men and Masculinity - hooks, bell (2004)
•!• Black Writers ofAmerica - Barksdale, R. & Kinnamon, K. ( 1972)
•!• Race: The History of an Idea - Gossett, T. (1963)
•!• Race: A Philosophical Introduction - Taylor, Paul (2003)
•!• Race Matters - West, Cornell ( 1993)
•!• The Negro - DuBois, W. E. B. (200 1)
•!• Souls ofBlack Folks - DuBois, W. E. B. ( 1989)
•!• The Negro Problem - DuBois, W. E. B. (2003)
•!• Faces at the Bottom ofthe Well - Bell, Derrick ( 1992)
•!• Off White - Fine, M., Powell, L., Weis, L., Wong, L. Mun ( 1997)
•!• Handbook of Qualitative Research - Denzin, N. K. & Lincoln, Y. S. (2nd
edition, 2000)
Other sources included Ferris State University Jim Crow Museum's Web page, and my
lived experiences.
Some of the legal documents were difficult to locate. I consulted with a friend
who is a lawyer for assistance with locating these documents. The internet was the best
source to locate school districts' zero tolerance policies since each district has a Web
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page. I wanted a geographical representation of school policies and had difficulty
securing one districts' infonnation and I called a friend in that area for that policy.
The analysis of documents began with federal legislation that pre-dated the zero
tolerance policy, The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, The Gun-Free
Schools Act of 1994 and the Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1994.
From there, my focus moved to the language in zero tolerance policies and how the
different school systems have interpreted and implemented the federal legislation in
developing their respective school system's policy. Finally, an analysis of historical
documents on schooling and racialized discourses that have shape images of Black males
in our society. Please note that organization of documents analyzed is not consistent with
the how documents were organized for analysis, because the first documents analyzed
was for an earlier writing. Identifying discourses for analysis is the first step in CDA.
The objective is to begin the analysis with a broad range of documents for analysis and
narrow the range as common themes are established.
Data Analysis
Like cultural studies, critical discourse analysis is sometimes difficult to define
because it shares the quality of being multidisciplinary. Teun A. van Dijk (2001) begins
his definition of CDA by describing what CDA is not. He states, "CDA is not a direction
of research among others, like grammar, or systemic linguistics, nor a subdiscipline of
discourse analysis such as psychology of discourse or conversation analysis. It is not a
method, or a theory that simply can be applied to social problems. CDA can be
conducted in and combined with any approach and subdiscipline in the humanities and
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the social sciences" (p. 96). He further states, "CDA is a -critical - perspective on doing
scholarship: it is, so to speak, discourse analysis 'with an attitude'. It focuses on social
problems and especially on the role of discourse in the production and reproduction of
power abuse or domination" (p. 96). CDA works in favor of those groups that are
marginalized in society and those who do not have a voice in society. "Critical
Discourse Analysis focuses on how social relations, identity, knowledge, and power are
constructed through written and spoken tests in communities, schools, the media, and the
political arena" (McGregor, p. 4). "Discourse not only puts words to work, it gives them
their meaning, constructs perceptions, formulates understanding and ongoing courses of
interaction" (Denzin et al., p. 494-495). This study investigates the hidden meaning in
several discourses and connects the threads of meaning making; socially constructed
identities and images and how these threads are continually reproduced into our society
influencing how certain groups, particularly Black males are educated in public schools.
"Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is a type of discourse analytical research that
primarily studies the way social power abuse, dominance and inequality are enacted,
reproduced and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context" (Schiffrin,
Tannen & Hamilton, 2001). This study explored through CDA various discourses and
how meanings are constructed from memories and lived experiences affecting the
implementation of the policy in public school. It was equally important to understand
how students (African American males), parents, and teachers understand discipline as a
discursive act and the influence of decision makers lived experiences when implementing
the policy since these meanings influence relations and interactions in the school
environment.
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The first analytical step of data analysis was a list of macropropositions that
summarize the relevant discourses. T.A. van Dijk (2001) "recommends this step as a
starting point in the analysis. This step provides a first, overall, idea of what a discourse
or corpus of texts is all about. . ..Since summaries by definition express macrostructures,
we - for all practical purposes - simply 'list' the topics of a text by summarizing it, a
method that can be repeated for various levels of abstraction. Summarized texts are
known as 'macropropositions "' (p. 102). Topic sentences reduce the data down another
level, represent a summary of macropropositions, and are the second step in the analytical
process drawn from van Dijk's CDA approach. van Dijk (2001) chooses "local
meanings" (p. 103) as the next analytical step. "Local meanings are the result of the
selection made by speakers or writers in their mental models of events or their more
general, socially shared beliefs . .. information that most directly influences the mental
models, and hence the opinions and attitudes of recipients" (p. 103). These approaches
for analyzing the data were used for all relevant discourses. The macropropositions,
topic sentences, and local meanings are listed in Chapter 6 (Presentation and Discussion
of Data).
Personalized Approach to Critical Discourse Analysis
My education and training as a scientist influenced how I approached the analysis
of discourses chosen for this study. I have been told on several occasions that I write like
a scientist, although it may not be an appropriate identity for purposes of this study; that
part of me unconsciously surfaced while engaged in the process of learning to conduct
CDA. My method of organizing and reporting analytical results appeared more
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empirically influenced by quantitative than qualitative methods. However, the mode of
collecting data was completely different. I did immerse myself completely in the process
of generating and not just collecting data for a quantitative study. Analyzing a data set in
a quantitative study would have been conducted in a controlled sterile environment.
CDA was a foreign concept to me, but in true keeping with cultural studies, critical race
theory and CDA, I did not confine either tradition to very strict rules or just one method
that has worked for others. As the researcher, I stepped out of the box and embraced the
possibilities of what could be by allowing all my identities to operate. I approached it
from the lens of a scientist absorbing everything I had read about conducting the analysis.
Teun A. van Dijk's method and approach utilizing analytical steps fit my personality and
was the infrastructure I chose to build on.
Relating to my son's and my experiences with the school system, I was biased
towards an outcome and chose discourses to analyze based on my preconceived notions.
I used the rationale and purpose for this research as a starting point for data collection and
chose discourses that would support my premise. Therefore, instead of analyzing one
discourse pertaining to the history of discipline in American Schools, racialized
discourses, Politics of Zero Tolerance, legislation pre-dating zero tolerance in public
schools and zero tolerance policies. I chose several books, articles, internet data, and
several polices and pulled relevant information form each document. I then summarized
the information within the relevant discourses to create a montage of data to analyze
using CDA.
Discourse analysis is heavily rooted in linguistic disciplines and not having a
background in that area, it was frustrating reading books on the subject in order to inform
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myself enough to move on to conducting actual CDA. After reading several books on the
subject, I read Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis edited by Ruth Wodak and
Michael Meyer (2001) which included Multidisciplinary CDA: a plea/or diversity a
chapter written by Teun A van Dijk that outlined steps to conducting CDA. I read and
understood analytical steps outlined in van Dijk's approach. The first analytical step is to
summarize the discourse, and then list as macropropositions (M).
Macropropositions "represent what a discourse 'is about "' (van Dijk, 2001, p.
102) and explain what the discourse is about by summarizing text(s). My approach for
showing readers how racism and dominance has been and continues to be reproduced in
society began with a reduction in data as opposed to the traditional CDA approach of
analyzing a single text. My analysis was not limited to zero tolerance policies for public
schools, but also included an analysis of the history of discipline in American public
schools, racialized discourses, politics of zero tolerance, and legislation pre-dating zero
tolerance policies in public schools. My thesis includes memories of my lived
experiences throughout this thesis. After reading several texts on my chosen discourses
as listed in the previous paragraph, salient points of data were drawn from the text and
reduced to a workable data set for analysis. These salient points were further reduced and
represented as macropropositions.
Summarized macropropositions are further reduced to topic sentences and
represent what I would consider related themes from a given set of data within a relevant
discourse. The third level of analysis or data reduction involves a determination of local
meanings from the topic sentences. "Local meanings are the result of the selection made
by speakers or writers in their mental models of events or their more general, socially
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shared beliefs . . . information that most directly influences the mental models, and hence
the opinions and attitudes of recipients" (van Dijk, 2003, p. 103). It is at this level where
the researcher's beliefs or "ideologies are expressed" (p. 104). At this level are words or
phrases that sometimes have hidden meanings or what van Dijk (2003) calls "implicit or
indirect meanings" (p. 104).
My approach to doing CDA is somewhat of a detour to doing traditional CDA,
but my hope is that those who need to be empowered through this research will be able to
read and understand what I have written without needing a translator to understand this
thesis. Although van Dijk provides guidelines for doing CDA, he states, "I am against
personality cults. I do not want colleagues or students to 'follow' me - a form of
academic obsequiousness that I find incompatible with a critical attitude" (p. 95). I fully
realize that I have so much more to learn about conducting CDA, but this study was my
initiation into becoming an analyst outside of the boundaries of controlled laboratory
environment.
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CHAPTER 4
Political, Historical, and Theoretical Discussion
of Collected Data
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss the form of discipline used when I attended
public schools during the sixties and seventies. I then take up discussions on the history
of discipline in American Schools beginning during the nineteenth century. Discipline
and classroom management in public schools spans from corporal punishment to
emotional methods of making the child feel guilty and unloved. Corporal punishment is
no longer practiced in schools, but mental or emotional means of rewarding good and bad
behavior prevail in schools today. To adequately address the formation of zero tolerance
in public schools; a discussion on the history of discipline in American schools is
essential.

History of Discipline in American Public Schools
People aged forty and over that attended schools in America can probably recall
sitting outside the principal's office waiting for him or her to invite them in and punish
them with 'Old Smokey' or some other name given to a wooden paddle. Corporal
punishment was the law then and surprisingly is still on the books as a legal form of
punishment in many states including Tennessee. Although legally on the books in most
states, this form of discipline in schools became less acceptable in society due to parental
lawsuits against the school systems and potential emotional damage to the child.
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Nonetheless, the old adage, "spare the rod, spoil the child" was in full effect during the
beginnings of compulsory schooling.
Historian Carl Kaestle (2001) writes:
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, wooden canes were used to
enforce discipline in the classroom. The leather strap was introduced in the
1850s, along with the hickory switch - a narrow branch of green wood, often cut
by the student in trouble. By the 1 890s, the paddle was introduced and usually
kept within sight behind the teacher's desk. The threat of these devices was used
as a motivator for students to behave in school (p. 1).
As previously mentioned, the practice of paddling continued long past the 1 890s and was
still a prevalent form of discipline into the seventies. Butchart and Mc Ewan (1998)
write,
American schools long ago abandoned the foolishness of beatings, threats, and
other non-cognitive means to achieve competence in literacy or understanding and
insight in content areas, yet they routinely rely on punishment, penalties, prizes,
and elaborate procedures to assure competence in civility or understanding and
insight into the common good (p. 22).
Today some public schools reward children with different color cards ranging from gold
to copper which represent various levels of achievement in both academic and discipline
areas of classroom instruction. The cards allow the children to participate in school
activities like dances and games during school time. Children that are not allowed to
participate sit in a classroom with a teacher or other monitor doing homework or some
other activity. This is a type of mental discipline intended to teach the student how to be
"socially useful" (Block, 1997, p. 1). According to Block, "the educational system
practices a psychological violence on children, by means of structure and curriculum that
quash children's natural curiosity and penchant for learning" (p. 1).
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Schools continue to be sites of violence even before school despite efforts to
building character and make good citizens. How can a child think about learning when
greeted at the school door by uniformed armed officers, or entering through a metal
detector and having backpacks searched for contraband? Unannounced drug sweeps
when the drug-sniffing dogs are brought into the schools while teaching should be taking
place. Prisoners are treated in the same manner.
The following section will outline the historical path that discipline and classroom
management has taken since the birth of traditional schooling. Theoretical discourses on
classroom management and discipline in traditional schooling included two major
schools of thought, Functional Theorists and Conflict Theorists. "Functional theorists
conceive of institutions as parts of components of total societies or social systems . . . parts
of the system are discussed in terms of their functions, or purposes in the whole system"
(Ballantine, 1993, p. 8). Conflict theorists "assume a tension is society and its parts
created by competing interests of individuals and groups" (p. 9). Ballantine writes the
following about conflict theorists,
The "haves" control power, wealth, material goods, privilege, and influence, the
"have-nots" constantly present a challenge as they seek a larger share of society's
wealth . . . The "haves" often use coercive power and manipulation to hold society
together, but change is seen as inevitable and sometimes rapid, as the conflicts of
interest lead to the overthrow of existing power structures
From a functional theorist's lens, "students are expected to learn, through formal
or informal means, such values as discipline, respect, obedience, punctuality, and
perseverance" (p. 50). This view believes that society as a whole functions on a system
of values that everyone learns from childhood, incorporates that same value system as an
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adult, and passes this system onto the next generation. The opposite of functional
theorists are conflict theorists who believe that "schools are the tool of capitalist
societies- controlling, training, sorting human beings for places in the societal system and
perpetuating unequal class systems"(p. 50). This group embraces a system of control that
maintains a dominant structure in society and works to achieve that goal. Both theories
seem to ignore the child as someone who should be taught in an environment conducive
to the education, and nurture of the child as opposed to a system that views the school as
an assembly line for manufacturing controlled workers for society with the latter theory
being more destructive to a person who is already marginalized in society due to skin
color or some other 'ism' that divides us. "Both functional and conflict theories attempt
to explain how education contributes to the maintenance of the status quo in society" (p.
9). Social control is emerging as a common theme in determining discipline and
classroom management approaches for schools.
Editors Butchart and McEwan (1 998) mentioned control as a major problem in
the last half of the century (p. 2). They ask the question, "How do we encourage human
growth in the face of inhumane technologies of control. . . discipline, like all other aspects
of teaching, is fundamentally moral, not technical" (Butchart & McEwan, p. 9-10).
Forms of technological control enable governmental legislation that tends to standardize
discipline methods and are seemingly race neutral until issues of anti-social behaviors
becomes a factor in deciding a course of action. Morality is proceduralized in a
technical process and a dollar value is assigned to the results. Moral order was the model
used in traditional schooling in which schoolmasters "relied on force and fear alone to
maintain order, punish misbehavior, correct errors in lessons, and pass on to their charges
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an idea of the moral order of their society" (p. 22). The idea of this form of discipline
was authoritative and meant to scare the child into submission. Traditional schooling
ended with the beginning of two reforms in schooling, bureaucratic discipline, and New
England pedagogy.
Bureaucratic discipline assumed a monitorial approach to discipline "as
demonstrated most effectively in Joseph Lancaster's monitorial schools early in the
nineteenth century" (p. 23). Butchart et al (1998) write that this type of discipline
"sought to create an internalized, impersonal, bureaucratic authority. . . students were in
group relations with monitors - more advanced students who held rank not by ascription
but by bureaucratically measured merit" (p. 23). Instead of control by fear, Lancaster
preferred a system of humiliation of students to students. This system was designed "for
the children of the new industrial poor" (p. 24) with the hope of providing "proper moral
training for the lower orders of urban society" (p. 24 ). Remnants of Lancaster's
pedagogy remain in schools today with systems of awarding cards and other rewards to
students that are performing as 'expected' regarding grades and behaviors. Protestant
work ethics heavily influenced the second reform in school discipline and led to New
England pedagogy or "soft pedagogy" (p. 25). This form of discipline sought to
"construct authority on emotional ties, guilt, and an interiorized self-surveillance" (p. 25).
Although not truly authoritative, the teacher was seen as an authority figure objectified
via "affection and sentimental veneration" (p. 26) and emotionally controlled the child by
withholding affection. Being a Protestant method of discipline meant that this type of
schooling was framed by Christian values. Until this point, schooling only
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included Whites and immigrants from other countries that were privileged to come by
means of Ellis Island. The end of slavery presented a new problem in America that of
educating millions of people or that of putting processes in place to keep them from
learning.
In developing a form of teaching and discipline for millions of ex-slaves, "Samuel
Chapman Armstrong and other educators devised and promoted an important variant on
bureaucratic pedagogy . . . . Armstrong and Booker T. Washington designed racialized
disciplinary structures and pedagogies intended specifically for African Americans in the
southern states after the Civil War" (Butchart et al, p. 29). Armstrong was the founder of
Hampton Institute and chose Washington to be the president of Tuskegee Institute. The
quote below is lengthy, but necessary to illustrate a continuum of social reproduction that
frames the thinking of some Whites in our society today as it relates to Black males.
Butchart and McEwan write:
Affectional authority was out of the question for such learners; it
suggested a mutuality if not exactly an equality between teacher and students
that was intolerable. Nor was the mere internalization of authority adequate.
Armstrong argued that African Americans needed individual and group
internalization of the authority of a paternalistic, superior race. Further,
traditional classical education was inappropriate; the market required black labor
trained to be industrious, virtuous, aware of its need for the "civilizing influences"
of the white race, and for patience to allow the gradual processes of Christianizing
and civilizing to work themselves out (p. 29-30).
In essence, the physical chains of slavery were removed, but what remained was a system
of conditional slavery. Conditional in the sense that very strict criterion were placed on
the process of legitimizing how ex-slaves would be socialized into society by forcing a
particular way of learning and socially constructing identities opposite of what was
acceptable in society. Even though educating a large population of ex-slaves was a
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proceduralized legal process, the calculated intent was to maintain White status quo. As
Dr. Corne I West stated, "A social theory is needed to examine and explain the historically
specific ways in which "whiteness" is a politically constructed category parasitic on
"blackness," . . . (West, 1999, p. 13 1). Butchart et al uses the term "Racialized industrial
education" to described discipline measures that were developed just for different races
and classes. Other forms of discipline or classroom management during the Progressive
Era continued into the middle fifties (1950s).
The Progressive Era ushered in a time when professionalism had entered the art of
teaching. "Authority did not arise from a moral psychology of love and familial nurture,
but from a professional psychology of expertise, detachment, scientific study, and a
hierarchal professional-client relationship" (Butchart et al., p. 3 1). This was a time
when schools began to incorporate scientific approaches to teaching, leading to
standardizing methods for determining whether a student was more equipped to pursue a
vocational education or an academic education based on testing scores. Due to
segregation and separate, but unequal education for students, court cases like Brown vs.
the Board of Education lead to more governmental involvement in public schools and
legislation that dictated how schools would be managed. The progressive era introduced
a "corporate-style school bureaucracy" (p. 33) that diminished the authority of teachers in
the classroom and ushered in educational activities focused on developing "democratic
citizenship" (p. 34). This practice continues today with character building curriculums in
school designed for citizenship building. Public schools presently abide by discipline
measures mandated by government and funds are levied to schools based on strict
adherence to governmental guidelines. Although governmental regulations do not
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specifically address school behaviors, some schools have gone beyond the requirements
in GFSA and categorize some infractions as anti-social behaviors and unacceptable
behaviors; and the probability of incorporating racists' interpretation into a subjective
process is problematic. Alan Farr (2004) writes about a conversation he had with a White
male colleague about the "white way of seeing the world" (p. 144). He states,
This colleague was not a mean-spirited racist, but just a white male whose entire
epistemic grid for deciphering social data was too white to empathize with and
comprehend the African American experience. By "too white" I mean that my
colleague's experience of the world as a white male produced a barrier between
himself and those who experience the world in black bodies. Such a person tends
to speak to and not hear from those whose different bodies have forced them to
experience the world differently (p. 144).
Mr. Farr's statement explains what I mean by going beyond what is required in the
legislation. The GFSA requires schools to have a policy in place (it does not specify zero
tolerance policy) requiring a one-year expulsion from school for any student bringing or
found in possession of a firearm. Policy writers have gone over and beyond the call of
duty and labeled certain infractions as behaviors, thereby, creating a means to reproduce
racist views associated with African American males.

Racialized Discourses
To be born unnoticed
Is to be born black
And left out of the grand adventure
Conrad Kent Rivers
( 1933 - 1968)
Identity formation has been and continues to be a subject of debate among several
educational disciplines. Historically, Whites not only have assigned criteria to Black
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identity formation, but visuals or images are created to coincide with the identity.
Legalized slavery began an evolution of White dominance over Africans forced into free
labor in America. This practice of free labor continued until President Lincoln signed the
Emancipation Proclamation into law in 1663. In an 1858 debate, Gossett (1965) quotes
Lincoln as saying,
I will say then that I am not, nor ever have been in favor of bringing about in any
way the social and political equality of the white and black races . . . that I am not
nor ever have been in favor of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of
qualifying them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people: . . . there is a
physical difference between the white and black races which I believe will for
ever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality.
And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do remain together there must be
the position of superior and inferior and I as much as any other man am in favor
of having the superior position assigned to the white race (p. 254).
As much as individuality is touted in our society, we often fall into the habit of following
and assuming the opinions of those placed in leadership positions. Popular dominant
thought often supersedes individual thought and is mainstreamed in society as 'truths'.
Unfortunately, President Lincoln's opinion of the Negro continues in society today with
various groups perpetuating that stereotype consciously and schools unconsciously.
Racism is so deep-rooted in American society that when relating to African American
males in schools, teachers and administrators react unconsciously based on their lived
experiences and what they have been taught about African American males in society.
In fact, African American thinkers like W.E.B. DuBois identified such racism as not only
national but as a wider, imperialist racism, that permeates both American society and
pushes for the domination of the white race over people of color internationally. Walker
(1991) writes, "In DuBois' view, the subordination of the American Negro during the
reconstruction was part of a world wide process whereby whites came to dominate black,
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brown, and yellow people. Thus, the "race problem" in the U.S. was not a moral or
ethical failure - it was central to the structural evolution of the society and to
developments within the world economic system" (p. 86). Notwithstanding the economic
gains of dominating people of color the founding fathers believed, "That Blacks as a race
had no rights which the white man was bound to respect" (Barksdale & Kinnamon, 1 972,
p. 808). Creating an atmosphere conducive to disrespecting Blacks involved creating a
subservient identity and imagery to reinforce the written language in racialized discourses
about African American, particularly African American males.

Anti-Black caricatures popularized during slavery and well into the 2 1 st century

helped to entrench negative stereotypes about the African American population, most of
all, the African American male. One would like to think that our society has grown
beyond the anti-Black caricatures, but these caricatures are now collectors' items and can
readily be purchased at Black Americana on eBay. In stark contrast, White Americana
yields a small list of items featuring everything American, the flag or other red, white,
and blue collectibles. Each caricature's socially constructed image coincided with an
identity assigned to Black men. Dr. David Pilgrim (2005) of Ferris State University is a
Curator of the Jim Crow Museum and he makes the following observation:
All racial groups have been caricatured in this country, but none has been
caricatured as often or in as many ways as have black Americans. Blacks have
been portrayed in popular culture as pitiable exotics, cannibalistic savages,
hypersexual deviants, childlike buffoons, obedient servants, self-loathing victims,
and menaces to society. . . . These objects, with racist representations, both
reflected and shaped attitudes towards African Americans (p. 2)
Etched in my memory (from childhood) is a scene of Bugs Bunny sitting in a big black
pot of hot water being cooked by a short African native with truly black skin, large red
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lips, a bone in his nose, and a spear in his hand dancing around the pot, an image that
reinforced the cannibalistic savage image. The big black slow mammy was the owner of
Tom on the Tom & Jerry cartoon series. We often wonder where children learn racism
so early in life. Hollywood does its part in perpetuating racists' stereotypes of Black
males. The Three Stooges had a Black man that represented the childlike buffoon,
Buckwheat was the Picaninny caricature with pigtails standing on his head, and when the
White kids had measles (black dots on their face), and he had white spots covering his
face. An example of the sexual deviant was acted out in movies like Mandingo Warrior
or lately Training Day. Of course, the all familiar Sambo represented the big Black brute,
the epitome of a sexual deviant. These are just a few examples of how "derogatory
imagery enables people to absorb stereotypes; which in tum allows them to ignore and
condone injustice, discrimination, segregation, and racism (Henderson, 1 992, p. 1 1 ).
Because of racialized discourses in America and the apparent resurgence of racism, a
foreshadowing question proposed in this study is one of identity, image and more
significantly, how historically and socially constructed identities, and images affect
relationships between White teachers and Black male students in school settings.
An underlying premise of this study suggest that there is a critical point where
African American and White identities intersect and how the student sees the teacher and
vice versa (images) influence how children are educated that has yet to be examined in
relation to the interpretation of zero tolerance policies. Paul Taylor (2004) discusses
identities in his book, RACE: A Philosophical Introduction. He states:
Identity is always a relational affair: my sense of myself is something that I come
to while interacting with other people. I try to see myself the way they will see
me . . . There is always some give- and- take over our identities, especially where
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people we care about or who have influence over us are concerned; and this give
and-tak.e shapes who we are. Identity is, in this sense, dialectical. The dialectical
nature of identity is especially evident where race is concerned, and even more so,
when a negative conception of one's racial group is widely held (p. 135).
Taylor's discussion of identity reminds me of my public school education as a child when
my identity was being shaped by parents and teachers. I attended schools in
predominantly Black neighborhoods and can count on two fingers (maybe three) the
number of white teachers that taught me over a period of twelve years. It is important to
note that I did not care about pleasing the White teachers because they did not look like
me and from my perspective as a Black child, my white teachers, and I had absolutely
nothing in common. The other students in class and I saw White teachers as quite
different and separate from our lives. The Black teachers, in contrast, were part of our
community. They interacted with parents, were active in community activities, and
attended the local churches. Therefore, they knew something about students' lives outside
of the school setting and were not quick to label the student as trouble without
considering the students' live outside of school.
My intent is not to essentialize race or reduce identity to a single socially constructed variable. Indeed, I am acutely aware that identity is a more complex issue
than just race. Other variables such as gender, ethnicity, culture, religion, and economic
social status contribute to the formulation of one's identity. My point here is to indicate
that my school experiences of Black teachers interacting with parents, students, and the
communities is that their activities and perspectives were considered "normal" for that
time period and would be considered "progressive" actions in our present time. Several of
the teachers' children attended the schools where their parents taught and we all grew up
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involved in each other's lives. Gloria Ladson-Billings relates similar childhood
experiences when she reminisces about her community and teachers and illustrates how
her teachers influenced her as a child. "Some of them I knew quite well, particularly
those in the elementary school, because of the intense relationship between elementary
school teachers and their students in their self-contained classrooms and because they
lived in my community and were a part of my life outside of the classroom" (Ladson
Billings, 1994 p. 26-27).
The community in this study is composed of the school as a distinctive culture
inclusive of teachers, students, parents, and the surrounding communities. Paulo Freire
(1998) refers to teachers as "cultural workers." For this study, I choose to think of
teachers as "cultural teachers" and will use a definition borrowed from the Agriculture
Industry. The Agriculture Industry (farming) simply defines culture as "tending of
somethint' (Williams, 1983, p. 87). I define cultural teachers as someone who should
tend to the nurture and care of a child. Teachers must have an awareness of the child as
an individual with lived experiences from various backgrounds to accomplish this task.
"Caring involves knowing the other person directly and indirectly, explicitly and
implicitly. Caring is not a habit, but requires patience, honesty, trust, courage, humility,
and hope" {Thayer-Bacon, 2000, p. 3).
The Black teachers approached teaching from a position of nurturing during my
formative years and I think it is because they had lived and survived a system of
segregation that did not allow a democratic school choice. However, they did not view
segregation as a reason for lost opportunity and wanted to make sure that we were taught
well. I recently spoke with a former teacher from my elementary school. I told her that
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the students in her fourth grade class thought she was mean and she responded, "I just
wanted all of you to learn." Leaming is what the students did because we were afraid to
do anything less for fear of being disciplined at school and at home. Black teachers were
willing and eager to give back to the communities they grew up in and were engaged in
building relationships with the children they taught and their families. The Black
teachers had what ethnographers would refer to as an emic (insider) perspective of Black
children and their communities since they too had children attending the public school
system.
In contrast, the White teachers taught in the predominately-Black schools because
of mandatory busing measures that required them to teach at schools that were
predominantly Black. They came into the community and schools with an etic (outsider)
perspective. The White teachers did not possess an awareness of the communities or the
students' lives and were not at those schools because they chose to be there. Rather, they
were forced to teach in Black schools and often exhibited feelings of resentment towards
the students. My claim here is not universal but rather personal and anecdotal. I make
this declaration based on my own experiences with White teachers and from recollection
of the general impressions shared with me by Black classmates about how we
collectively felt White teachers thought of us during my school days.
I hold that the specific measure of busing ignited the process of identity
disassociation between Black students and White teachers in the predominately-Black
schools. Forcing White teachers to teach in Black neighborhoods also fueled the
negativity some White teachers had about people of color. I speak strictly from
experience and memories of my sixth grade elementary school class being told by our
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first White teacher (a male) that we were animals. My argument is because of the racial,
class, and geographical differences between Black students and White teachers, identity
in general and racial identity in particular was and continues to be a key variable in
determining teacher and student relationships, particularly when it involves Black males.
It is important to note that there were more Black male teachers during my formative

years in school and therefore the male students in my school had caring role models in
place. Black males saw a positive image of Black males in their teachers and daily
interactions with these teachers helped to strengthen their self-esteem. A necessary and
often taboo element important in this examination of identities is an in depth discussion
about race and racism. As Ayers et al (2001) point out, "It is often said that race is not an
issue when discussing student achievements or student disciplinary measures for Black
males and when everyone keeps insisting, this isn't about race; race is the thing it is most
assuredly about" (p. xv).
A corpus of texts exists on empirical studies that differentiate student
achievement and IQ based on genetics and race. According to Lachman, Phrenology, a
science introduced in America during the first half of the 19th century "proposed that
psychological traits of personality, intellect, temperament, and character are ascertainable
from analysis of the protrusions and depressions in the skull" (Vukin, 2005, p. 1).
Phrenology was used to validate that slavery was suitable for African American people.
McCanless (1992) writes that "phrenology served to confirm the view that the colored
man has more talent than is attributed to him and that his culture will soon develop" (p.4).
In other words, McCanless was saying that the 'colored' man's culture would develop to
a level greater than that of an animal; but never develop to the level of Whites. The Bell
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Curve, a book written by psychologist Richard Herrnstein, and the political scientist
Charles Murray make assumptions about the learning abilities and social behaviors of
students based on genetics, race, and ethnicity. The authors assert that "intelligence is a
highly heritable trait, plays a critical role in socioeconomic achievement and social
pathology, and is becoming increasingly unequally distributed" (Goldberger & Manski,
1995, p. 2). The term "dumbed down" came to be associated with African American
students when schools allegedly lowered standards to accommodate students that were
not considered gifted. This study generated dialogue in the educational community and
resulted in educational discourses focusing on racial theory as it relates to raced based
learning and social abilities.
Education and Cultural Studies, edited by Giroux and Shannon includes a chapter
titled "The Problem with Origins," written by Cameron McCarthy ( 1997). He states:
That we are living in a time in which racial hysteria and racial anxiety ride the
undersides of public discourse on schooling and society as rapid demographic
changes alter the racial and ethnic configuration of America. These developments
have spawned what I wish to call the new essentialisms that have infected popular
and academic theories of race. An increasingly rigid and constricted language has
overtaken the discussion of racial inequality and racial antagonism in education
(p. 1 19).
McCarthy's statement warrants an explanation, but first, I would like to cite a related
statement in an article written by Frances Lee Ansley that parallels his statement, but is
written for a different audience. Ansley ( 1992) article: A Civil Right for the Year 2000:
Confessions of an Identity Politician states:
As we near the end of the millennium, we seem to find ourselves at a "crossroads"
in civil rights theory and practice. For members of many communities of color
there is a crisis in quality of life, in education, in unemployment, and too often a
crisis in survival itself-all this despite the many successes and breakthroughs of
the civil rights decade of the sixties. Why might this be so? First, in far too many
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cases, the "victory" of formal equality is yet to come. I believe it is crucial,
especially for "us white people," to realize just how much racial bigotry and
unequal treatment is still with us (p. 646).
McCarthy's essay is emancipatory and speaks to a movement towards adopting a
Multicultural curriculum in schools to counter the teachings that perpetuate racism and
maintain the status quo of Whites. Ansley approaches the issue from the direction of
educating or liberating Whites through an increased awareness about unearned privileges
that are afforded those with white skin. When she says ''us" meaning White America,
she wants there to be a caring understanding of coding actions and words into every day
activities that are taken for granted to be beneficial for all of us meaning everybody. I
maintain that although zero tolerance is supposed to be a neutral policy, it is in fact part
of the general problem of racism in society reflected in education, especially in the way it
is implemented.
I have a personal stake in the outcome of this study because of my identity as a
Black mother of two children in the public school system, one a girl, and the other a boy.
Even more important is the fact that while only in the fifth grade, my son experienced an
attempt to track him into a special needs class despite his above average abilities.
Although tracking is not a focus of this research, it too, like zero tolerance is part of the
general atmosphere of racism in the educational system toward Black children in general
and Black males in particular. The supposed neutral policy of tracking parallels the
supposed neutral policy of zero tolerance as a tool of discrimination that is being
appropriated by the school systems against Black males. I am intimately connected to
this study and equally concerned about those Black students and parents who are
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uninformed and do not realize the potential agency they have in determining how their
children will be educated and disciplined in school.
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CHAPTER S
Theoretical and Political Discussion
of Collected Data

Introduction
This section introduces readers to the political involvement in the beginnings of
zero tolerance as a law enforcement procedure to discourage crimes in society. By
adopting a theory of stopping people from committing large crimes by imposing the same
harsh treatments on small crimes, it came to be more than just a law enforcement
procedure. The first section discusses the details of the Reagan administration's
connection to zero tolerance and the relationship between people of color and poor
people being responsible for urban decay. The next subheading discusses legislation that
pre-dated the inception of zero tolerance policies for schools. My research failed to
uncover any legislation that specifically spoke to how children should be disciplined in
school. Most of the legislation spoke to creating a safe environment free of drugs,
alcohol, and violence. The last section discusses five school district's zero tolerance
policies. Three of the policies represent a cross-section of the nation and two are within
the same state. It is interesting to note that the most inflammatory policies include
language that the legislation does not mandate such as, anti-social behaviors,
misbehaviors, unacceptable behaviors, and violent acts. All negative words that can be
attached to certain groups in society.
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Politics of Zero Tolerance
The mere mention of zero tolerance evokes horrible scenes of school shootings,
particularly the gun violence that occurred at Columbine High School on April 20, 1999.
Zero tolerance was adopted by school systems as a way of deterring the use of guns in
schools. The process over time has undergone a metamorphosis to include trivial
infractions that at one point would have warranted only a verbal reprimand from a school
administrator. Zero tolerance has been a part of our society since the early eighties, but
mainstreamed due to legitimate concerns surrounding school safety. Literature on zero
tolerance pre-dates the process that is in place in public schools and therefore fails to
include the socioeconomic beginnings of the doctrine of zero tolerance. For that reason,
it is necessary to discuss the original intent of zero tolerance as a vehicle for social
control of poor people in urban areas during the Reagan administration.
During the Reagan years, a neo-conservative think tank called The Manhattan
Institute came into being. The organization's mission was "to develop and disseminate
new ideas that foster greater economic choice and individual responsibility"
(http://manhattan-institute.org/). According to founders Anthony Fischer and William
Casey "market principles should be applied to social problems like urban violence which
is the source of all the evils of modem societies, mainly poverty" (Wacquant, 1999, p. 3 ).
It was their belief that poverty "naturally breeds disorder and crime" (p.3). Zero tolerance
was introduced in New York as a "doctrine that gives the forces of law and order carte
blanche to hunt out petty crime and drive the homeless back into dispossessed
neighbourhoods" (p3). The Manhattan Institute's doctrine of zero tolerance was
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premised on a theory called "Broken Windows" a crime theory created by conservative
theorists James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling. This theory states:
If the first broken window in a building is not repaired, then people who like
breaking windows will assume that no one cares about the building and more
windows will be broken. Soon the building will have no windows . . .
(http://www.cici.org/pubs/windows/windows.html).
The institute's doctrine is enforced further by the old saying, "He, who steals an
egg, steals an ox" and maintains that by "fighting inch-by-inch the small disorders of
every day, one can vanquish the large pathology of urban crime" (Wacquant, p.3). The
belief is that someone who commits a petty crime will likely escalate to committing
harsher crimes. Although, crimes often occur in rural and suburban areas, we are often
bombarded via the media with scenes of urban decay showing empty buildings with
broken windows in largely populated cities or urban areas. Urbanism is habitually
associated with areas heavily populated by people of color. When contrasted with rural
or suburban areas it appears that zero tolerance is a mechanism for controlling socially
unacceptable behaviors· that threaten middle and upper class lifestyles. French author,
Loic Wacquant ( 1999) in his article, US Exports Zero Tolerance, discusses the
exportation of the American model of zero tolerance that originated in Washington and
New York City and reached Europe via London (p. 2). He states that, "It (zero
tolerance) is anchored by the complex formed by the organs of the American state that
are entrusted with implementing and showcasing "penal rigour" (p.2). Given the origin
of the zero tolerance c:Joctrine and the push to stop the escalation of crimes with the 'small
stuff, I question whether school administrators are left with the freedom to (mis)interpret
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the legislation based on social indicators of success instead of educational indicators of
success, (i.e. the number of students tracked to prison compared to the number of
students tracked to college).
Zero Tolerance is commonly applied in various fields and professions to address
everything from petty crimes and infractions to serious cases of sexual misconduct and
physical violence. The Vatican has adopted the term in an effort to prevent sexual abuse
of children by Catholic priests. The law enforcement side of zero tolerance was and is
presently used to curtail drug and weapons trafficking into United States borders. Zero
tolerance is used in an attempt to eradicate drug and alcohol use among children and
teens, to curtail violence at sports events, and exploitation of children worldwide. All of
these examples justify the application of zero tolerance as a determent for crimes.
However, there are other examples of how the application of zero tolerance is not
justified, particularly in schools. The zero tolerance policy forbids students having sharp
objects or any thing that can be used as a weapon, but some of the everyday tools needed
for school like number two pencils, scissors, and compasses used in geometry classes can
be considered a weapon depending on interpretation of the policy. A fingernail clipper is
not as sharp as a compass, but it violates the policy.
It is problematic that a term applied to such severe and sometimes disheartening
crimes has infiltrated the educational setting of schools. A necessary question is whether
schools are criminalizing or educating children. The recent incident of four uniformed
officers handcuffing a five-year old African America girl (ABC news, 2005) or officers
going to an elementary school to subdue a six-year old child with 50,000-volts from a
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stun gun are examples of violence on children in school, but viewed by some in society
as creating a safe haven for learning.

Legislation Pre-dating Zero Tolerance Policies in Public Schools
The two acts most often referenced in public schools zero tolerance policies are
the Guns Free Schools Act (GFSA) and the Safe and Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act (SDFSCA) both signed into law in 1994. The GFSA is "Title XIV of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, which was reauthorized
in 1994 as the Improving America's Schools Act" (Kopka, 1997, p.55). This act
stipulated that schools "receiving ESEA funds must have a state law that requires a local
educational agency (LEA) to expel from school for not less than one year any student
who brings afirearm to school " (italics added) (p. 55). ESEA allows LEAs to review
infractions and determine whether to expel a student while remaining compliant with
"federal civil rights laws" (p. 55).
Kopka ( 1997) writes that the SDFSCA, "Title IV of the Improving America's
Schools Act of 1994, authorizes the secretary of education to make grants to states to
prevent school violence and to deter the use of illegal drugs and alcohol" (p. 56). Grants
are used to provide community educational programs for drug and violence prevention
with the community as a whole, i.e. parents, law officials, schools, and community based
programs like the Boys and Girls Club. I think that it is important to note that language
in both acts omits the use of behavior, anti-social behavior and unacceptable behavior
which are words prevalent in actual zero tolerance policies.
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Zero Tolerance Policies for Public Schools
This section will include a discussion of zero tolerance policy discourses as it
relates to interpretation of federal legislation requiring schools to have a zero tolerance
policy. I reviewed policies from three states, two from the same state, but different school
districts. To maintain anonymity the policies will be labeled #1 through #5 and will be
included as appendix items. While reviewing each policy, I noticed how interpretations
of the legislation varied from state to state. There are even differences in interpretation of
the legislation within state school districts. An organization called Helping Hands wrote
a report titled, Report on Racism. This report states,
Instances of racism that occur when dealing with authorities are not something
practiced by the authorities themselves, but by people working in these authorities
(As to the problem of structural, possibly legal conditioned racism . .. ). The
attitudes that are acted out in such situations are the attitudes of individual persons
in those authorities. It would appear, however, that the often massive intrusion
into the private lives of individual people is facilitated and rendered possible, if
not amplified, by the virtue of the position that a person holds in an authority.
This means that a position of power and authority makes it all the more easily to
act out the racist attitudes according to one's mood (p. 1).
I would add that attitudes acted out in racism are more complicated than just moods;
personal experiences, teachings, and socially constructed identities of out groups (those
not members of the dominant group in society). Again, for reasons of anonymity, each
policy will be numerically designated #1 through #5 . Please note that population data is
limited to the percentage of school aged children eighteen and younger, percentage of
African Americans, and percentage of Whites because these groups are the focus of this
study.
The first policy (#1 Appendix A) titled, Zero

Tolerance Expulsions.

This policy

was written for schools in a metropolitan area with a population of 392,995. The
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percentage of school aged children eighteen or younger is 22.3%, African Americans
comprise 8.6% of the population and Whites 88. 1% of the population. The policy is a
discipline code written to "ensure that schools maintain a safe and secure learning
environment for students free of drugs, violence, and dangerous weapons" (#1 policy).
The reference to drugs, violence, and dangerous weapons as behaviors seems to imply
ethical distinction between right and wrong regardless of the age group or grade level of
the students. In all cases, the school Superintendent has the authority to modify
punishment on a case-by-case basis. Consistent with language in GFSA, removal of
students from the educational setting of the school for one calendar year is required.
Other zero tolerance acts include infractions "while riding a school bus, occurring on
school property, or while attending a school activity such as drug possession or other
possession of controlled substances, possession of a firearm as defined in 18 United
States Code: Section 92 1" (#1 policy). The list continues with "battery on a teacher, a
School Resource Officer, an officer of the law assigned to patrol school property or other
school system employee" (#1 policy). Ironically, ensuring a safe environment for
students does not list acts of student on student battery, bullying, or other student on
student infractions.
Although not specifically written out in the body of policy, a legal reference
section lists five state codes related to various student behaviors and levels of
misbehaviors that can be interpreted as zero tolerance infractions and levied with the
same harsh punishments.
The next policy reviewed (#2 Appendix B) titled, Zero Tolerance Policy. This
policy was written for schools serving small towns, rural and suburban areas. The total
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population is 7 1,904 and 23.2% of that number are eighteen or younger. The policy was
written to "comply with state law ensuring a safe and secure learning environment in
schools, free of drugs and alcohol, drug paraphernalia, violence, and dangerous weapons.
Imposes swift, certain, and severe disciplinary action on students who endanger the
learning environments of the school. The policy specifies that school building, school
grounds, in the school building, private vehicles, or buses on or off the school grounds at
any school sponsored activity. In addition to dangerous weapons as defined by 18 United
States Code: Section 92 1, this policy includes a category of dangerous instruments
defined as any kind of gun, knives, mace like or pepper spray, explosives, ice picks,
slingshots, blackjacks, knuckles, razors or razor blades (except for shaving), or any sharp,
pointed or edged instrument" (#2 policy). This is an example of the school board going
beyond what was required in the legislation. A simple writing tool used daily by students
(pencil) can easily fall under the category of a dangerous weapon as a sharp pointed
instrument and fall under zero tolerance disciplinary action. A student committing
"battery or assault on a principal, assistant principal, teacher, or any other school
employee requires expulsion for one calendar year, which is consistent with the
requirements in the GFSA of 1994" (#2 policy). Similar to the previous policy (# 1),
student on student crime is not specifically written in the policy, but is included in the
reference list of state specific codes (five listed codes). Disciplinary actions levied on
students do not consider the grade or maturity level of the child committing the
infraction. In addition, referral to juvenile court or other law enforcement referrals are
not mentioned in the policy.
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Policy number three (#3 Appendix C), Weapons in the Schools. This policy was
written for schools in a small tri-cities area serving rural and suburban areas as well as a
small metropolitan area. School aged children eighteen or younger comprise 2 1.8% of a
total population of 153,050. African Americans make up 1.9% of the population while
Whites make up 96.6% of the population. The policy was written in an "effort to ensure
a safe environment for students and employees. It sates that all persons are prohibited
from possession or use of objects designed to inflict bodily harm and or intimidate other
persons. Use of any object as a weapon to inflict or threaten bodily harm or intimidate,
coerce or harass are prohibited including objects not necessarily designed to be a weapon.
Administrators are required to take appropriate action against any individual in violation
of this policy by disciplining the student or reporting the action to law enforcement
officials. Expulsion is consistent with the requirements of GFSA of 1994 and the
definition of a firearm is consistent with 18 United States Code: Section 92 1. Objects or
weapons as desc_ribed in the policy are confiscated and submitted to suitable law
enforcement agency" (#3 policy). The element of law enforcement specifically written in
the policy differs from the previous two policies. This policy also authorizes "principals
to inspect student lockers, automobiles, clothing, purses, bags, backpacks, and other
personal belongings when there is reasonable ground to suspect that the inspection will
produce evidence that this policy has been violated. School personnel have the authority
to take appropriate action to secure the health and safety of student during any altercation
involving violence and use of a weapon" (#3 policy). This policy does recognize student
on student infractions and empowers school personnel to take action in this case. There
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are eleven state specific codes listed in the reference section of this policy along with the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
The fourth (#4 Appendix E) policy, Zero Tolerance/or School Related Crimes,
the title of this policy begins with a criminal element with the mere mention of the word
crimes. This school district serves a very large city with a population in this area is
5,35 1 ,552 with school aged children eighteen and younger comprising 26.0% of the total
population. African Americans comprise 26. 1 % of the population and Whites 56.3% of
the population. The opening paragraph reads, "Zero tolerance for school-related violent
crime is part of a comprehensive approach to reducing school related violent crime and
for ensuring environments that promote learning and a high standard of student
conduct."(#4 policy). The Superintendent will consider on a "case-by-case basis whether
to assign a student to a disciplinary program or alternative setting if a zero tolerance
violent crime has occurred on school property, school sponsored transportation, or during
a school sponsored activity"(#4 policy). The list includes thirteen offenses and only a
few are highlighted here because of the severity of the offense: "homicide (murder,
manslaughter), battery on a teacher or other school personnel, armed robbery, sexual
battery, kidnapping or abduction, arson, possession, use, sale or any explosive device,
weapon or firearm, or illegal drugs, or bona fide threat"(#4 policy). If my children
brought this particular policy home, as a concerned parent, I would remove my children
from this school system. It is frightening to see homicide listed as a zero tolerance
infraction at an educational setting where children should be learning. Granted, the school
system might not be as horrible as portrayed in the policy, which raises the question
about the population of the school and surrounding area and the message the policy
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writers are saying about the school system. Notification to a "law enforcement agencies
in the event of a violent crime is a requirement and if a victim is involved the victim's
parents or legal guardian are notified" (#4 policy). I thought it odd that this policy did
not specify a one-year expulsion for students nor does it reference the requirements of the
GFSA. This policy references statutory authority, several implemented laws, and state
board of education rules.
The last policy (#5 Appendix E) reviewed does not have zero tolerance in the
title. This school district serves a large diverse city with a population of 1 ,564,798 with
school aged children eighteen and younger making up 1 6.8% of the population. The
percentage of African Americans is 1 7.4% and Whites 54.4%. This discipline code,
Citywide Standards ofDiscipline and Intervention Measures, is a twenty-seven page
document that begins with a generic discussion of the discipline code and continues with
a list of student infractions segregated by grade level. It states, "The . . . Department of
Education is committed to ensuring that our schools are places where students learn and
staff teach in a safe, secure and orderly environment" (#5 policy). This is the first school
document that mentions the school as a place where learning and teaching takes place.
The document states that it is "necessary that students, staff, and parents understand that
there are standards of behavior with which all students are expected to comply and that
there are consequences if these standards are violated" (#5 policy). The standards of
behavior include a "Discipline Code that describes unacceptable behaviors including
drugs or weapons, and list disciplinary and intervention measures. A Student Bill of
Rights and Responsibilities that promotes responsible behavior and an atmosphere of
dignity and respect by establishing guidelines for appropriate and acceptable conduct,
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dress and language" (#5 policy). This board of education believes that b y providing "a
range of permissible disciplinary measures, the code ensures both consistency and
equitable treatment for all students and enable principals and superintendents to exercise
discretion and educational judgment" (#5 policy). This school board wants parents,
students, principals, and school staff to be fully aware of disciplinary measures. The
code notes that inappropriate behavior may be caused by something else happening in the
child's life and wants school personnel to be "sensitive to issues that may be impacting
upon the behavior of students and respond in a manner that is most supportive of their
needs. School personnel are responsible for developing and utilizing techniques and
measures that promote optimal learning and address behaviors which negatively impact
upon the education process and develop plans for addressing a student's behavioral
problem" (#5 policy). Albeit, there is no one perfect plan, this discipline code is the most
humane policy or code out of the five I have read. This code even speaks to nurturing the
skills students need to succeed in school and society (#5 policy). The maturity level and
grade level of the student is incorporated into the range of disciplinary actions the school
administers.
The first grouping begins with Kindergarten and ends with fifth graders. The
infractions range from level one to level five for this group of students. "Level one
infraction lists insubordinate behaviors together with a list of corresponding disciplinary
responses. The school allows the teacher to decide the disciplinary action at this level.
The principal intervenes only after a student is removed from the class three times. Level
two infractions are considered disorderly disruptive behaviors and suspension is the last
disciplinary response after all other possibilities listed have failed. Level three
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infractions are seriously disruptive or dangerous behavior like using racial slurs, fighting,
theft, activation a fire alarm falsely, gang-related behavior, and wearing gang apparel.
Disciplinary responses rage from admonishment by school staff to regional
Superintendent's suspension for a period of six - twenty-nine school days. The last two
levels (4 & 5) are serious infractions of dangerous or violent behavior. These behaviors
can result in a suspension of ninety school days up to one year. The superintendent has
the authority to recommend a student to an alternative program" (#5 policy).
The more mature grades (6th - 12th) also have a list of infractions that range from
level one infraction to level five infractions. The lists of infractions are more extensive
for this grouping and disciplinary measures gradually increase in severity. "Expulsion is
the most severe punishment and is only for students who turned seventeen prior to the
beginning of the school year" (#5 policy). This document also has a page dedicated to
categories of prohibited weapons with firearms in category one. Category two weapons
lists imitation gun, sharp pointed instruments and other objects kids have been expelled
from school for possessing. This school system values parental involvement and works
in a cooperative manner to make decisions that will help the child stay in school and
provide the necessary resources to address student needs.
Interpretations of the policies vary from school district to school district and some
times within the same state. All five policies reference 1 8 United States Code Section
92 1 for a legal definition of a weapon. In each policy, the superintendent has the
authority to modify punishment on a case-by-case basis. Three of policies are common
to one state, however, they differ in which state codes that are referenced in the policy in
addition to the number of codes listed in the policy. The school district with the fourth
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policy has the largest population and the largest percentage of African Americans in that
area. In addition, this policy discusses homicides and murders as student infractions.
Christopher Dunbar and Francisco A. Villarruel (2002) write, "If a school community is
thought to be riddled with crime, and the children who live in these communities attend
the community school, then the children are constructed as criminals (p. 95). This is by
far the harshest of the five policies and its title alone reflects Dunbar and Villarruel's
statement. The fifth policy seems more children centered and has a focus on
collaboration with parents, students, teachers, and administrators to discuss discipline
measures for the student that will maintain learning.
The next section is a presentation and discussion of data. Subheadings include an
introduction to the section, presentation of macropropositions, topic sentences and local
meanings define and discussed.
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CHAPTER 6
Presentation and Discussion of Data

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to explore the literature on zero tolerance as a
disciplinary tool and educational policy and discern its racial implications in general and
its implications for the education of Black male students in particular. Key to
understanding interpretations of and implementation of the policy as it relates to African
American males was an analysis of discourses on the history of discipline in American
Schools, racialized discourses, and legislation pre-dating zero tolerance policies. This
section presents the results of the study presented as macropropositions, topic sentences,
and local meanings. Macropropositions for the discourses analyzed will be designated
with a capital 'M' followed by topic sentences and local meanings.

Macropropositions, Topic Sentences. and Local Meanings
The macropropositions represent a compilation of discourses reduced to a
workable data set and summarized as macropropositions. Topic sentences represent a
second level data reduction of macropropositions. Language from the topic sentences are
further analyzed and reduced to formulate one word or two word local meanings.
Macropropositions are labeled with a capital 'M' and coincide with each relevant
discourse discussed in Chapter 4.

Note: Macropropositions for the History of Discipline in American Schools is lengthy
and is presented in two sections.
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Macropropositions - History of Discipline in American Public Schools
Ml
M2
M3
M4
MS
M6

Corporal Punishment with wooden canes
Corporal Punishment with leather straps and hickory switches
Paddle in clear view as motivator
Penalties and prizes were used to entice children to behave
Report cards are used as rewards
Functional Theorists promote a value system passed from one
generation to the next

Capitalist Theorists view schools as tools for a capitalist society controlling and separating by class
MS Classroom discipline is a problem
Governmental legislation attempts to standardize discipline
M9
MlO Discipline is race neutral until anti-social behaviors are factored in
Ml 1 Dollar value assigned to morality
M12 Bureaucratic discipline - meritocracy
M13 Discipline methods of fear and humiliation
M14 Influence of Protestant work ethics continues today
M7

Topic Sentence: Classroom management and discipline accomplished through systems
of physical and mental punishment.
Local Meaning of punishment: My lived experiences lead me to equate punishment with
pain whether physical or mental. Foucault states, "Pain was very much a normal part of
discipline in society and perhaps the definition of punishment" (Fillingham, 1993, p.
1 17). Foucault wrote extensively on punishment in his book, Discipline and Punishment:
The Birth of the Prison. "Disciplinary punishment gives 'professionals' power over the

prisoner. Punishment depends on the professionals' opinion" (1977, p.77). School
administrators responsible for policymaking (Board of Education) have power over the
students and in the process of policing students have created an unsafe environment that
is not conducive to educating the child. Statistical data collected since zero tolerance
policies were adopted by schools show that a huge gap exists between the expulsion rate
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for African American males and that of any other group, especially White males.
Interpretations of the policy based on the personal and memory modes and how they are
being implemented in the schools consciously or unconsciously "reinforce and reinscibe
white supremacy" (hooks, 1992, p. 1). Ninety years ago, W.E.B. DuBois ( 19 15) asked
the question, "What is to be the future relation of the Negro race to the rest of the world"
(p. 232). I draw on DuBois' question and ask, "What is to be of the future relation of the
African American male in America?" DuBois posed his question in a global or at least
national sense and I pose mine in a similar sense, but more specifically also in a very
local sense as the mother of a twelve-year old African American male in the public
school system.
Macropropostions - History of Discipline in American Schools Continued
Ml5
Ml 6
Ml 7
Ml 8
Ml9
M20
M21
M22
M23

Educating ex-slaves presented new problem
Racialized discipline structures designed
Blacks needed the authority of a superior race
Educated to be laborers and not thinkers
Aware of the need to be civilized and Christianized by the White
race
Professionalism enters teaching
Legislation mandated integration of public schools
Corporate styles of schooling
Emphasis on developing democratic citizens

Topic Sentence: White superiority is needed to rule and govern the actions of Blacks
through designed methods of teaching, discipline, and Christianity.
Local Meaning of White superiority: White superiority is a term hard to define and will
be discussed in the context of a socially constructed concept intended to establish and
maintain a ruling authority over others, particularly Blacks in America. The
developmental thought of White superiority and Black inferiority can be traced back to
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Biblical times when the descendants of Ham, a dark skinned people were cursed forever
because he saw Noah's nakedness. The other descendants of Noah, the white skinned
descendants were blessed to rule the world. Religion has been used or misused for
generations to rationalize the superiority Whites over people of color since the British
landed on Plymouth Rock. Cotton Mather, a slave owner in the early 1700s thought that
slavery was a spectacle, but at the same time thought it divine providence. He stated,
God, whom you must remember to be "your Master in heaven," has brought them,
and put them in your hands. Who can tell what good he has brought them for?
How if they should be the elect of God, fetched from Africa, or the Indies, and
brought into your families, on purposes, that by the means of their being there,
they may be brought home unto the Shepherd of souls!" (Gossett, 1965, p. 3 1).
Slave owners having slaves call them "master" positioned and reinforced the "owners"
position of power and superiority. The nation's historical leaders were known to enforce
the notion of superiority/inferior between Blacks and Whites. Abraham Lincoln shared
the belief that "Negroes were inherently inferior and doubted whether the Negro was fit
for citizenship and thought it would be impossible for him to attain equality in a society
which he shard with the white man" (p. 254). During the eighteen-eighties, Henry W.
Grady, a leader of the New South Movement, "maintained that Negroes must be
controlled by whites. The supremacy of the white race of the South must be maintained
forever, and the domination of the negro race resisted at all points and at all hazards
because the white race is the superior race" ( p. 264). In 1906, Theodore Roosevelt wrote
a letter to a friend that read "Now as to the negroes! I entirely agree with you that as a
race and in the mass they are altogether inferior to the whites" (p. 268).
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Macropropositions - Racialized Discourses
Ml

Whites assign biological and social attributes and characteristics to Black
identity formation
M2
The great emancipator - Lincoln was opposed to equality between Blacks
and Whites
M3
Physical differences between races forbid social and political equality
M4 Position of inferior (Blacks) and superior (Whites) - racial positions of
inferiority and superiority
MS Lincoln's beliefs are reproduced and perpetuated (M2 - M4)
M6 DuBois relates "race problem" to world economic system
M7 Founding Fathers believe Blacks had no rights that Whites were bound to
respect
MS Anti-Black caricatures influence image building
Caricatures coincide with identity assignments
M9
MlO Media reproduces racist images
Mll Caricatures are collector's items
M12 Conflict between teachers and Black males related to identity issues
M13 Identity is relational
M14 Stored mental information influences relationships with others
M15 Whites often state the race is not an issue
Topic Sentence: Systematic creation of the 'other' through "positive self-presentation
and negative other presentation (van Dijk, 2001, p. 103).
Local Meaning of positive self-presentation and negative other presentation: Positive
self-presentation and negative other presentation is closely related to the development of
White superiority and Black inferiority. This was probably one of several process in
place intended to promote white as right and black as wrong or dirty. Considering that
education was for a privilege few in the seventeen and eighteen hundreds, creating
visuals was one method of choice to represent 'them' and 'us'. Indoctrinating both Black
and White children with the notion of the negative other representation and positive self
presentation starts early in life. Children's toys with distorted images of Blacks on the
toys or toys carved representing a wide-eyed big-lipped character with large white teeth
that is usually a male that is always a smiling, happy go lucky person that represented the
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buffoon. It was not profitable for toy makers to make ethnic toys, therefore, Black and
White children played with and sometimes shared the same toys. Black girls (like me) in
the sixties played with white dolls, because they were the only ones on the shelves in the
stores. If you did happen upon a black doll, she was so dark and grotesque you did not
want to play with it because it was ugly. Barbie was the norm, long blond hair, blue eyes,
fair skin, and the perfect body. Her boyfriend Ken was the male norm with perfect teeth,
a golden tan, and a chiseled body. Moreover, Ken had what every man in America is
perceived to want . . . a Barbie. Books were used to create images of perfection and
imperfections in society. Uncle Remus written by Joel Chandler Harris was written in a
dialect that some slaves did not understand. He claimed to have befriended an old male
slave that shared the folklore with him and he wrote them down. Included with his
children's stories are derogatory images of Blacks that were constructed from what he
was taught about the other.
This negative other representation has resurged in recent years and can be seen in
Hollywood in movies, product advertisements on television and in print media. bell
hooks (2004) talks about the movie Undercover Brother where the Black male is
"portrayed as a lying clownish buffoon" (p. 2). As stated earlier in this thesis, e-Bay is a
source for bidding on racist memorabilia. I started visiting the site a couple of years ago
out of curiosity. I found myself caught up in it the bidding frenzy and purchased a few
items which are shown in the appendix section (Appendix G). It is appalling that society
still differentiates between groups of people based on what is normalized as good or bad,
pretty or ugly, and other coded meanings that influence our daily interactions. In bell
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hooks ( 1992) book, BLACK LOOKS race and representation, she quotes from "White"
an essay written by Richard Dyer.
He writes:
Power in contemporary society habitually passes itself off as embodied in the
normal as opposed to the superior. This is common to all forms of power, but it
works in a peculiarly seductive way with whiteness, because of the way it seems
rooted, in common-sense thought, in things other than ethnic difference. . . Thus it
is said that there are inevitable associations of white with light and therefore
safety, and black with dark and therefore danger, and that explains
racism. . . Jewish and Christian use of white and black to symbolize good and
evil... the way whiteness makes its presence felt in black life, most often as
terrorizing imposition, a power that wounds, hurts, tortures, is a reality that
disrupts the fantasy of whiteness as representing goodness (p. 169).
Dyers' words echo every time a White woman clutches her purse tightly when I get on an
elevator. If she were not so focused on the fact that 'all' Blacks steal, she would notice
that I too have a purse. On the other hand, when a White person reaches out to touch my
hair (that has been locked for three years) or ask, "how do you wash it"? Assigning
criteria to the color of one's skin (i.e. good or bad) added to socially constructed notions
of 'them' and 'us' coupled with positions of power are variables that increase the
probability that policy writers are skewed against people of color. Particularly, African
American males that are portrayed on television and other media and at schools as
criminal deviants that should be routed pass the educational setting of schools directly to
juvenile justice system or penal systems.
Macropropositions - Politics of Zero Tolerance
Ml
M2
M3
M4
MS

Political vehicle for social control
Eighties brain-child of a neo-conservative think tank (Manhattan Institute)
Urban violence degrades society
Poverty breeds disorder and crime
Control urban violence through market principles
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M6
M7

MS
M9
Ml O
Mll

Harsh sentencing for petty crimes
Premised on a conservative crime theory that small crimes lead to larger
crimes if not stopped
Urban decay threatens middle and upper class way of life
Control socially unacceptable behaviors
Penal rigour is important
Zero tolerance is applicable for menial and major crimes

Topic Sentence: Zero tolerance is a strategic political endeavor intended to control
socially unacceptable behavior in urban areas to protect the life styles of the rich.
Local Meaning of behavior: Behavior is derived from the word behave. According to

Williams (1983), uses of the word behave dates back to the fifteenth century and he states
that, "Behave is a very curious word which still presents difficulty" (p. 43). The word
began to be "associated with public conduct or bearing" (p. 43) and with "manners" (p.
43) during the fourteenth century. Williams further states that "behave . . . has become
especially important in the associated development of behaviour . . . and can of course be
seen also in character" (p. 44). The connection between behavior and character parallels
Character Building Programs that are intended to make good citizens of students. Each
characteristic behavior that is worthy of a citizen is usually posted in the classroom for
students to see daily and strive for since character rewards are given out at the end of a
grading period. The most important effect of behavior, according to Williams is "the
description of certain 'intentional' and 'purposive' human practices and systems as if
they were 'natural' or 'objective' stimuli, to which responses can be graded as 'normal'
or 'abnormal' or ' deviant "' (p. 45).
Howard S. Becker ( 1973) defines deviance as "behavior that differs from what a
dominant group considers appropriate, non-conformity to social rules, or as rule-breaking
behavior" (p. 12) Zero tolerance laws are strict rules that specify what social behaviors
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are unacceptable based on a dominant frame of normalizing what viewed as acceptable in
society.
Lydia A. Fillingham (1993) draws from Michel Foucault's normalizing judgments:
A continual analysis of whether the disciplined one deviates in any way from
normality. Laws are traditionally set out only in negative terms. They put limits
on behavior and decide what is unacceptable. However, laws rarely talk about
what behavior is desired. As a form of power, the law prevents, but does not
specify. Disciplinary power is very different: It not only punishes, it rewards. It
gives gold stars for good behavior. And the tendency is for that which
transgresses its dictates to be defined not only as bad but as abnormal. It is a
more subtle use of power that works on the transgressor from the inside, and
consolidates the ranks of the "normal" against all others (p. 125).
The inception of zero tolerance during the Reagan administration personifies
Foucault's normalizing of acceptable behaviors authorized by patriarchal White males
situated in positions of power. Decisions were biased towards the popular belief that
urban areas are mainly populated with people of color and from that, Black males are
responsible for society's urban decay. To curtail decay and violence in society, harsh
punishments are applicable for small infractions to prevent an escalation to committing
larger crimes. Schools are a slice of society and it is this school of thought that has
permeated the educational setting of schools and rendered education violent.
Macropropositions - Legislation Pre-dating Zero Tolerance Policies
GFSA was response to school shootings
Ml
One year expulsion for violators as mandated by GFSA
M2
M3 Schools receiving ESEA funds must comply
Schools must remain compliant with federal civil rights laws
M4
MS Deterrence for violence in schools
M6 Possession of firearms is a violation
M7 Deter use of alcohol and drugs
Grants for community educational programs, i.e. Boys and Girls Clubs
MS
M9 Does not reference any type of behaviors
MIO Legislation does not specify creation of a zero tolerance policy
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Topic Sentence: The economics of punishing students and rewarding schools with
government funds for removing students from the educational system.
Local Meaning of economics: "Capitalism intersects every aspect of our lives" (Noble
Dial & Stulberg, 2002, p. 13). School safety has become a capitalistic practice of
negotiating students' education for economic gain of the school system. Schools are
required to complete an annual report on the number of students expelled using the zero
tolerance policy. The Guns Free Schools Act requires schools to expel for one calendar
year any student that is brings a weapon to school or possesses a gun on school property.
The inclusion of behaviors (anti-social, unacceptable, or misbehavior) in schools' zero
tolerance policies allows the wiggle-room needed to adapt the legislation to fit the need
of those in positions of authority. If schools only reported infractions related to gun
violations, the amount of funding would be minimal since most infractions in schools are
not related to guns. A child can be expelled for violating the weapons language in a zero
tolerance policy if caught with a nail clipper. The school includes that information on the
report and receives funding. Technically, the monies are supposed to fund drug and
violence prevention programs or educational programs. Audre Lorde ( 1984) wrote:
Institutionalized rejection of differences is an absolute necessity in a profit
economy which needs outsiders as surplus people. As members of such an
economy, we have all been programmed to respond to the human differences
between us with fear and loathing and to handle that difference in one of three
ways: ignore it, and if that is not possible, copy it if we think it is dominant, or
destroy if we think it is subordinate (p. 1 15).
It is my belief that zero tolerance policies are being used as a legal vehicle to remove
African American males from the educational setting of schools and route them to
juvenile facilities or into the penal system.
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Macropropositions - Zero Tolerance Policies for Public Schools
Ml
i\12
M3
M4
: MS
. M6
' M7
M8
M9
MIO
Ml l
M12
M13
M14
MIS
M16
M17

Various interpretations of the same legislation
States add behavioral based codes to policies
Racist attitudes are acted out in positions of power
Personal experiences and teachings influence policy writers
Drugs, violence, and dangerous weapons are referred to as behaviors
Student on student infractions not listed as an infraction
. Infractions or behaviors listed as state codes can be interpreted as
zero tolerance violations
Demands swift and certain punishment
Across the board punishment regardless of age or grade of child
Law enforcement agencies are involved
A policy with the word 'crime' in the title
Discipline int�rvention measures in one district
Standards of behavior and responsible behaviors in one district
Drugs and weapons are unacceptable behaviors
Parental and student involvement in one district
Students are discip.lined according to grade level in one district
Levels of infractions according to grade level in one district

. Topic Sentence: Schools have become sites of violence where mechanisms intended to
curtail violence creates school prisons via intervention technologies intended for safety.
Local meaning of school prisons: The morning bell rings and we are greeted by a teacher
or principal with "good morning" as we entered school to start our day. This is a rare
seen for schoolchildren today. Like prisons, some schools are equipped with armed
uniformed officers, pass through metal detectors, are subjected to searches, drug sniffing
dogs sniff lockers for drugs, and after the first bell doors are looked for the day. There is
always a door open at my children's school that is clearly visible from the office. Some
schools have intercom systems where you have to speak first and then be let in. Granted,
these are all safety related and as a parent I appreciate the precautionary measures, but
lock-ups and lock-downs are reminiscent of juvenile facilities and prisons. I attended
schools that had a principal and vice principal. Schools today have a principal that is
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assigned a grade and a principal per grade. For example, Mrs. It (pseudonym) is
principal of the school and the 6th grade classes. There is also a principal for 7th and 8 th
grade. This reduces the student population assigned to one person and controlling the
students is made simpler. This aspect is similar to prisons where guards are assigned
certain sections of the prison as a measure to maintain control of prisoners. Prison guards
are expected to control the prisoners just as principals are expected to control the students
in their groups.
An article (1995) written in the New York Times reported on a new school in
Texas. The article reads:
The school year opened in Texas last month with a new "magnet"
school . . . .Appropriately located next to the county probation department, the
"sprawling new building has 37 surveillance cameras, six metal detectors, five
full-time police officers, and a security-conscious configuration based on the
principle of crime prevention. The room that houses the mainframes for the
school's computer system is a security command post, where officers scan 37
cameras monitoring the building and grounds. Thanks to the windows
everywhere, the grounds are visible from anywhere inside (p. 1).
The school was constructed at a cost of forty-one million dollars to build and is "being
held as a model for schools across the nation" (p. 1). After reading this article, I thought
about Foucault's Panopticon prison building where construction allows prisoners to be
seen by an observer, but the prisoners do not know whether they are being watched. An
educational institution built to function like a prison truly falls within the local meaning
of a school prison and serves the "interest of those who wrote the law" (Becker, 1975, p.
3) or policy. "Those who call attention to deviance may do so out of self-interest or
because they perceive a threat to the cultural template ... they must first bring that
behavior to the public's attention" (p. 3). The policy writers that designed zero tolerance
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for determent of crimes acted on behalf of the dominant in society and hoped to maintain
status-quo by eliminating and curtailing the impact of urban decay on society. I am not
implying that African Americans are not concerned with safety in society or schools
because both are important in our lives. But, to narrow the focus of eliminating and
curtailing crime in our society on one group perpetuates stereotypes and reproduces
racism in our society that effects how children are treated and educated in schools,
particularly African American males.
Urban decay translates to controlling the poor, especially the deviant Black male
population who symbolizes what is unacceptable in society. Zero tolerance policies were
adopted in schools to create safe environments for students to learn. Interpretations of
the policy have allowed language use that attaches behaviors to infractions, thereby,
creating a vehicle to expel African American males from school for the small stuff that
their White schoolmates receive verbal reprimands.
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CHAPTER 7
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Introduction
The section will provide readers with a summary of the study and discuss
conclusions from the analysis. The last section will recommend a path forward or
possible paths for future study as informed by the results of this study.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore the literature on zero tolerance as a
disciplinary tool and educational policy and discern its racial implications in general and
its implications for the education of African American male students in particular. In
addition to exploring zero tolerance policies, this study was informed by analyzing
discourses relevant to the topic: historical discourses, racialized discourses, discourses
about discipline in American Schools, and legislation pre-dating zero tolerance policies.
The first choice for a study design was a qualitative case study. A case study
would have worked well for my topic and generated very useful information, however,
locating participants for the study was more difficult than I imagined. Schools could not
divulge information on students that were expelled via the policy and parents and
students were reluctant to participate. After reading reams of information of zero
tolerance from a perspective of pros and cons, I chose an approach that would allow an
analysis of written discourses. The final study design was a Critical Discourse Analysis
(CDA) that worked well with the theoretical framework of Cultural Studies and Critical
Race Theory.
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I read several books on discourse analysis and approaches to doing CDA. There
are several approaches to analyzing discourse data in CDA and I wanted to understand at
least one approach well, so I continued to read while collecting data for analysis. Data
collection began with information on zero tolerance policies for a qualitative course. I
began collecting relevant discourse data on the history of discipline in American Schools,
racialized discourses, legislation pre-dating zero tolerance policies, and actual zero
tolerance policies.
Most of the books were from the library or bought from an internet source. I
collected five zero tolerance policies from schools web pages. Three polices were from
the same state and the remaining two are from different states. Some of the legal
documents were collected from an internet source and others I went to a law office to
read or make copies. I reduced the amount of data for analysis based on my pre
conceived notions and bias based on experiences with the school system related to my
son.
CDA focuses on how power relations in social settings and how certain variables
like identity, education, skin color intertwine to reproduce racist practices in society
towards non-dominant groups in society. Teun A. van Dijk (2001) outlines analytical
steps to conducting CDA. Summarizing the relevant discourse in the form of
macropropositons in the first step and identifying them with a capital 'M' (p. 102).
Further analysis of the discourse reveals topic sentences that summarize the
macropropositions (p. l 02). The final reduction or analytical step in this approach is
identification of local meanings from the topic sentences and then discussing the local
meanings that are one or two word phrases (p. 102).
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I drew from van Dijk's approach and personalized an approach for analyzing the
data. My approach was influenced by my identity as a scientist accustomed to generating
data, summarizing the data, and reporting the data in a strict format. After reading
several texts on my chosen discourses, the information was reduced to develop the first
data set (i.e. racialized discourse). The first reduction of data resulted in
macropropositions, which are a consolidated summary of salient points from relevant
discourses. The analyzed macropropositions were and reduced another level to develop
topic sentences. Topic sentences were then analyzed another level down and finally
reduced to local meanings. Local meanings were discussed in detail and related to the
overall topic.
The CDA resulted in six macropropostions, six corresponding topic sentences,
and six corresponding local meanings. There were fourteen macropropostions for the
History of Discipline in American Public Schools discourse, a topic sentence that was
further analyzed to reveal punishment as a local meaning. Punishment was discussed as
it relates to the topic of exploring zero tolerance policies effect on the education of
African American males. The rigor of a three step analytical process was applied to each
discourse as outlined and discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 (see presentation of data for
complete analysis).
In summary, this study endeavored to explore the literature on zero tolerance as a
discipline tool and educational policy and discern whether interpretations of the policy
and how it is implemented effects the education of African American males in the
schools system. Data for this study was also generated from analyzing information on
the history of discipline in American schools, racialized discourses, the politics of zero
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tolerance and legislation pre-dating public schools' zero tolerance policies. This study
enabled me to learn and apply an analytical approach that can be utilized to analyze
various types of discourses. Granted, I have so much more to learn about CDA before
being considered a Critical Discourse Analysts. The resulting analysis of this study is by
no means exhausted and another researcher can analyzed the same discourse data and the
results would be different. Despite my bias, the analytical results of this study revealed
that our lived experiences, socially constructed teachings, memory modes, positions of
power, religion, and economics all inform decisions we make, especially policy makers
and those dominant in society. Historical and racialized discourses inform our identity on
a daily basis. Identity is not a static and morphs (changes) depending on how we are
situated at any given moment.
The five policies analyzed reveal how school districts interpret the law differently
leading to misinterpreted language in zero tolerance policies that allows for subjective
implementation based on the students' gender and color of skin. Safety in schools is
paramount for all parents, however, the findings of this study show that zero tolerance
polices as implanted is not an appropriate form of discipline and that our society should
collectively work toward a system of discipline that is equitable and does not marginalize
any student. Dunbar et al (2002) concluded from their study that,
It appears that despite national attention surrounding zero-tolerance policies, the
depth at which the policies were understood varied from one principal to the next.
Most responses were prefaced with "what I understand," which suggested that
there was no single definitive understanding or clear knowledge of the policy's
content. Their interpretation of the policy depended on the school, the grade
level, and their understanding. These principals' understanding may explain in
part why the punishments they doled out in response to the policy varied from
building to building, district to district, city to city, and state to state (p. 91 -92).
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Varying interpretations of the policy leads to varying implementations of the policies,
which in tum leads to unfair discipline measures and has an impact on the educational
opportunities of African American males.

Conclusions
Society continues to perpetuate negative stereotypes of African American males
as sexual deviants, drug dealers, and strong brutes, athletic but not very smart, or silly
buffoons. According to neo-conservative groups, African American males are the reason
for urban decay, so laws with hidden agendas were written by people socialized to
believe that the White race is superior. This mental mode is baggage from slavery and
has resurged in recent years, mostly in covert modes of operation. There are various
forms of media, such as Hollywood movies, music, advertisements, and sales of racist
memorabilia on bidding sites like e-Bay. Foucault ( 1 977) stated, "Modem society
exercises its controlling systems of power and knowledge" (p. 77). Policy makers are
exercising those systems and it is evident with the continued high percentage of African
American males being displaced from the educational setting of schools. A paper
written by Verdugo and Glenn (2002) state that, "zero tolerance policies are more likely
to be found in the inner city than in the suburbs or in rural areas and the greater the
percent minority students, the more likely are zero tolerance policies to be found" (p. 6).
This occurrence is not an accident, but is a strategic endeavor allowing the use of
behaviors as a determining factor for expulsion from school and placed into an alternative
school setting, a juvenile facility, or penal system. Ronnie Casella (200 1) writes:
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Zero tolerance is the link between schools and prisons. Not only is it a policy that
steers students from classrooms, through the labyrinths of the justice system, and
into prison cells, but it is a philosophy that is shared by both schools and prisons
in equal measure. Zero tolerance is the driving force behind one of the fastest
growing ventures in the United States: the private prison industry (p. 6).
I agree with Casella's assessment of zero tolerance and add that African American males
are being affected by subjective interpretations of zero tolerance policies and removed
from the educational setting of American public schools.
Recommendations
It frightens me as a mother of a twelve-year-old African American male that he is
in a category considered expendable or useful only labor or other menial tasks. African
American males in this society are not just marginalized, but if the issue of not educating
them and routing them to the penal system is not corrected their very existence is
threatened. Bell hooks ( 1992) quotes Revolutionary Attitude by Samia Nehrez:
Decolonization. . . continues to be an act of confrontation with a hegemonic system
of thought; it is hence a process of considerable historical and cultural liberation.
As such, decolonization becomes the contestation of all dominant forms and
structures, whether they be linguistic, discursive, or ideological. Moreover,
decolonization comes to be understood as an act of exorcism for both the
colonized and the colonizer. For both parties it must be a process of liberation:
from dependency, in the case of the colonized, and from imperialist, racist
perceptions, representations, and institutions which, unfortunately, remain with us
to this very day, in the case of the colonizer. . . Decolonization can only be
complete when it is understood as a complex process that involves both the
colonizer and the colonized (p. 1).
Zero tolerance policies' effect on African American males in schools is not just a black
problem, but it is society's problem and it will take a concerted effort and collaboration
between parents, students, teachers, school administrators, and policy makers to correct
the problem. I tried to write so that any parent or student would be able to read this thesis
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and take the information and empower himself or herself, share the information and take
action on behalf of their sons, brothers, nephews, and friends.
Critical discourse analysis has wide applications and is applicable for studies
related to discourses on poverty, sexual orientation, who knows, African American girls
are possible future targets. The approaches used in this study can be used to analyze the
effects of zero tolerance on poor students, female students, and gay students (not an
exhausted list).
Zero tolerance policies were put in place for school safety, however, gun violence
continues and school have become sites of violence where children are subjected to drug
searches, drug dogs, and have to enter the school through metal detectors. Our society
needs to work collectively towards a form of discipline that will allow equitable
education and treatment for all students.
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Zero Tolerance Expulsions

Reacinds:

l11111cd:

1
'2
3
4

In order to ensure a safe and secure learning cnvinJM'!.ent tree of drugs, violence and dangerous weapons,
any student who engagea in the following behaviors shall be removed from the base school for a period
of not less than one (l) caleudar year.• The Superintendent has the authority to modify this suspension
requirement on .a case-by-:ease basis.

6

Zero tolerance acts are as follows:

s

1

8
9
IO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

1.

Any student w ho while o n a school bus, on school propcrty orwhile attending any school
event or activity:
(a) unlawfully poa$eSSCS a legend drug or any other controlled �ubstance; or
(b) knowingly possesses a fireamu s defined in 18. U.S.C. f 92 l2; or
(c) commits a battery on a teacher, a School Resource Officer (SM), an officer of the
law ass igned to patrol a Knox County School property or other employee of the
school system.uAu.,

It is the Board's intent that the Superintendent exercise his power to modify to ensure that no student shall
be out of sc:bool for .D:lorc than two semesters for a zero tolerance offense.

The Superintendent shall consider each zero tolerance case for placement in the alternative school
program.

28

29
30
31

32

33
34

3S

36

1411 .......

I. TCA 49-6-3401(&)
2. II U.S.C. Ult
l TCA 39•17-1309
39
4. TCA 49-6-420I
40
.s. TCA 49-6-4216(b); 2o u.s.c.§ 1921
41
6. TCA 49+4209; TCA 39-ll•llU
42 · --------------------------43
44

37

38
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Code of Student Conduct

Policy -z

ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY
1n order to comply with state law and ensure safe and secure lea.rnjng environments in all
free of drugs and alcohol, drug paraphernalia, violence and dangerous weapons, and to
S
impose swift, certain, and severe disciplinary action on students who endanger the learning
environments,
the following zero tolerance pc:>licies have been adopted by the
·
effective beglnnirtg at Sc;,;gnd Semester (Janunry 21 ) 1997, in all
- These zero tolerance policies shall apply in school buildings or on school grounds at any time,
or in school or private vehictes or buses on or off the school grounds at any school sponsored activity,
function, or event.
I. Wea.pons and Dangerous Instrument,

JI.

Students shall not possess, handle, transmit, use, or attempt to use any dangerous
weapon. Dangerous weapons shall include, but not be limited to; guns of any kind,
knives of any kind, mace-like or pepper-like sprays, explosives or any kind, lee picks,
slingshots, blackjacks, knuckles, razors or razor blades (except-for shaving as on an
overnight school sponsored bip), laser pointers and any sharp pointed or edged
instrument.

Students found to ·be In violation of this policy shall be expelled for not less than one
(1) calendar year. [Gun Free Schools Act 1994, Section 1401 (1) (2); TCA 39-17-1309;

TCA 49-6-3401; TCA 49-6-4216; 18 U.S.C. 921].

m. . Druw; and Alcohol Possession, Use, and Distribution
Students who are under the influence of, possess, use, purchase, exchange or barter for,
receive or offer to take receipt or, or negotiate.to purchase or take delivery of prescription or
schedule drugs, including marijuana, or alcohol, or substances similar to, or thought to be
such. substances, or drug J:>&r�pheriialia (includin,g eledroolc de,vices, used � furth�r the
possession or tra�Cer of drugs) shall be expellec:l for not 1� .than one (1) calendar year.
[TCA 39-17-417; TCA 49-6-4214; TCA 49�6-4216; TCA 4!>-6-408].
IV. Battery/Assault on School Employees
Any student who commits battery and/or assault upon any principal, assistant principal,
teacher, or any other employee otthe ..•••••••••-• shall be expelled for
not Jess:than one (1) calendar year [TCA �9-64018).
Students expelled under the zero tolerance policies seUorth abovuhall not transfer to another
school iD the•••••••••�or shall the ••••••••• accept a student
expelled under zero toleranc� policies or another school system.
Notice ofthe change in school board.policy will be widely public�ed. All parenJs will be notified and
the change will be discussed with all studenti be/ore its impkmentation. AU due procesi procedures
will be followed including the presentation of the charg,s to t/Je student, notification to parentr,
h�aring before the hearing authority, and right to appeals to the Director of Schools and/or Board of
Education. The rights of the handicapped will be protected.

4/8/2005
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1
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Weapons in the Schools

.4ppn*;

In an effort to ensure a safe·environment for students and employees, all persons are prohibited from the following
conduct at all times on school premises, in any sc.hool vehicle, or at any school-sponsored activity.
A. Known'possession 01'. USe of objects commonly used or designed to inflict bodily hann and/or to
other persons.

intimidate

B. Use of any object as a weapon to inflict or to threaten bodily hann and/or to intimidate, coerce or harass. This
includes objects not necessarily designed_to be a weapon.
The Superintendent shall be responsiblefor. the development and dis.,emination of appropriate regulations and
procedures to implement relevant law. board policy and good practice which shall include these basic components:
A. Administtators. shall take appropriate-action against any individual violating this policy, including, but not limited
·•
to, student discipline and/or �tion-by law enforc;cment officials.
B. As required by the Gun-Free Schools A.ct of I 994, any student who is determined to have brought a firearm (as
defined in Section 92l'ofTitle 18 of the United States Code) ta school will be expelled from the regular school
program for at least one year. This may be modified on a case-by-case basis by-the Superintendent.
C. Administrators will confiscate any objects described in this policy and, if appropriate, submit it to a suitable Jaw
enforcement agency.
D. Principals may authorize inspections of srudcnt lockers, (or any commonly owned school property) automobiles.
clothing, purses, bags, backpacks and other personal belongings when there is reasonable ground to suspect that the
inspection will produce evidence that this policy has been violated.
School personnel will take appropriate action to secure the health and safety ofstudents during any altercation
involving violcliec and/or use Qf a weapon. Incidents involving weapons are to be reported immediately to ai1
appropriate administrator.
References:
TCA 49-&;340 I
TCA49-6-4204
TCA, 49-6-4209
TCA 39- 1 7�1309
TCA 39-17- 1 3 1 0

TCA 49-6-4201
TCA49-6-4205

1

TCA 49-6-4202
TCA 49.;6-4l07

lndividuals with Disabilities Ed11cation Act

TCA 49;.6-4203
TCA 4�-6-4208

Gun-Free School& Act or 1994

•
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School Board Policy

5.32*
ZERO TOLERANCE FOR SCHOOL RELATED CRIMES

eoucv;

Zero tolerance for school-related violent cnme is part of a comprehensive
approach to reducing school related violent crime and for ensuring environments
that promote learning and a high standard of student conduct.

Students who are determlned ,by the principal to have committed a zero tolerance
vlolent · crime on school property, on school :iponsored · transportatlon; or during
school sponsored activities, shall be recommended to the Superintendent for
expulsion. The Superintendent will consider each recommendation for expulsion
on . a case-by•case basis and · may assign a student to a dlsclpllnary program or
alternative settirtg .If It ls·. determined to be In the bast Interest of the student and
the school system.
The followfng list of offenses shall be considered zero tolerance violent crimes:
1.

Homicide (murder, manslaughter};

2.

Batte.ry or aggravated battery on a teacher or other school personnel;

3.

Armed robbery;

4.

Aggravated battery;

5.

Sexual battery;

6.

Kidn,apping or abduction;

7.

Arson;

8.

Possession, use, or safe ofany explosive device;

.9.
1 0.

Possession, use, or sale ofany weapon or firearm;
Sale, distribution,· receipt, or delivery of Illegal drugs:
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5.32* {Continued)
11.

Aggravated assault (threat with

1 2.

Bona fide threat; and

1 3.

False report .

a weapcn};

The principal or the principal's deslgnee shall noUfy a locar law enforcement
agency wheh a zero tolerance violent crime has been committed. If the offense
·involves a Victiro, the viclim 'Sild the victim's parents or legal guardian shall ·also
be notified . of the offense and of the victim's right to make a statement to law
enforcement;officials.

STATUZPBY«WtHQRlTY:

230.22(2): 230� (1 7), F.S.

LAWS IMPLEMENif.ll:

120.57(1); 230.23(6); 230;235; 230.23005(1 ),(6}; 230.33{8}; 231 .085; 232.25; 232.28,
F.S.

s 1te Board of Edycatjgj Rutes.: BA-6.0331, BA-1.0404
1

�d: Octob«28, 1999
Ravlslon Oaq{a): M8-0Q; 1-1 �
Formedy: 7�8

1 00

Appendix E
Policy #5
Citywide Standards of Discipline
and
Intervention Measures
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The·····Deportment of Education is commiHed ro ensuring that °"r schools ore �es whar• students learn ond staff teq'h in a
$(]Fe, 5ec:ure. and order · environment. II Is, lh.refor•, necessary that 1tudents, staff oncf p<:irenJt unc:fer.dand that there are itandanb of
� av10r it whic:h oll students are· e>cpeded comply and thal there are consequences if 1¥.se standards are violated, These Jlc;mdards of
behavior include: a Discipline Code that sets forth a comprehensive descripfMJn of unocceptabltt behavior, including incidents involving drugs
or weapons� and � range .cif �missible disciplinary and interventiori rneosvre1 which may b,futilized when students engage In such
behaviors; onda Student Bil of Rights and Responsibililies that promotes nisponsible behQYio�ond an <ihnosphere of dignity ·and resp�t by
·�
es1ablishlng gui&�nes for appr�te and acceptoble ·c;onduct dreu aod long 11a9!,L.-;,
•

j

Jo

I

In providi�g a tQnge of pirniissible diiciplirlQfY m;asur•s,
the Discipline Codeensures.bolh eo!l5isterq and equitabl� treatment for off stu
.
dents ·and ena� principals and superinltndenls to exercise disaelion aild educa,ional judgln!'nt. Principals, teachers, school staff, sluderils
and parents need to know the disciplinary me<Jsures that c:ciri be taken wh•ri <rriy srud� nlisbeh<Ms or substantially disrupts a clawoom. It
should, h�. be recognized thcit �gppro,pcjate heb<n!iPr or violations of lhe discipline � rqcry be Jymplomak of more sedovs prob
lems tfiot . st�ls ore experietKing. It is, therefore, importannhot school ,.-sonnel be sensl.tiva· lo issues !hat may be impoctin9 upon the
b.haviOJ of sludenls and rospood _in a manner !hot is most supportive of their needs.

School per�nn11I are !espansible for dewloping a,_d u1ilizing techniques and measures /ihat promote gpt;mol learning and address behaviors
�c� oegnlively impact upoo •be ed,,co+ion proce". Toward that end, school personnel ·shot¥ develop plans and uplore techniqlles k>r
addressing a student's behavjoral problems and discuss these alternatives with lhe student oncfliis/her parent. These plans might include rhe
us_e of alternative inshyciioi'IQI materials and/or appraoches, alt11rnative clauroom manogemed techniques, remedial services, alternative
class plocement; guidance support, and services lo address personal and famay circumskmcts. For students with disabilities, h,nciic,nol
behavioral as$euments and behovioral intervention plans should be developed and/or reviewed as on early intervention strategy. If, al any
time, sc� c;,lficials susped,lhat a sludent's difficulties may be the result of a disability which may require special education services; rhe sh.I·
denl should be referred irMH9diately to the Committee on Special Educcition,

It is imponant thot there be moximum consultation and communication between the school and Jhe. home. Students. parents and Jehool s12ft
0!! !K!Y! g rglt in mrei99 lb@ asb00la sgf,c eosl rovar S98Pimb? yt;th gqa ggq� 'k> 9$!� Jh�t 99QL !n. 9fc;ler to ensvre that pare�ts become
C1ctive and invol:ved.parmers and rhar they instill a sense .of responsibility in their children , parEi.nls must be familiar with the Discipline Code.
nurturing the skil, atvdents need lo succeed in schooI
/Educotor5 ore responsible for informing parents about their child's behavior and
. which they wo1:•ld hke to see emulated. Guidc;,nce ccnferenars
.
.
in society. As role models� parenb
and school stoff should exhibit behavior

l2.nd

for
.

\, .

r'--·
. 2

aNended by lhe principal or hia./her designee, a guidance counselor, ttl8 student's parent, and..�ne or more of the 5ludenl's teachers, are a n
effective means o f en<:Qu�in9 p:irerJlal . input and should b e held with. students where appt:9P.t,iate.

Sc�I personnel must ensure thal appropriate outreach, intervention and wppc::,rt are provide� for students who exhibit attendance problems
thol manifc,sf "1emsel�s as truancy or paHems of unexcused absence. In cases of truancy, school ·pe rsonnel mu,1 meetwith the sludentond
parent in order to determine an·appropriole course of odion which should include, but not �imited
fQ: guidance intervention, referral fo,
.
coun�ling, referralJ� after-school progroms, the fi�ng ofo Person in Need of Svpervision (PINSI. Petition in Family Court and referral to lhe
Administration fo, Children's Services (ACS). The school's Attendance or Pupil Personnel Com�itt&e should review coses of truancy
should inyolve attendance teachers, deans, guidance counselors, teachers, $0Cial worlters and �ther school staff in facilitating ca resolution lo
address the pattern of truancy.
�-

be:

ond

The standcirds set Foi:th in the Discipline Code apply to behavior in school during �I hours/ before and oher school, while on school prop
erty, while __k:aveling on vehicles funcled by the Depart�nt of Education, at all schoo�sponsor¥ events and on other-than-school property
when such behavior con be demonstrated 1o negatively affect the educational process or lo endanger the health, safety, morals, or welfare of
the schoc,I community. When misbehavior involves c:ommuni(:Otion, g�sture or expressive be�ior, the infraction applies to oral, wri tten or
�
eledtonic communications.

°"3·

,,INFRACTION
S AND RANGES OF POSSIBLE D I SCIPLINARY RE S PONSES
�
_
·
.··.. ls m usI consub the Disc.ipline Code in de.terminiog what lavel of discip1ine to impose
, c,f off,·_ cia
studenrs
age,
maturity,
pnm
•
'I
·
A
_
..
_ .·
. __ _ record (including the natu_re of the prior misconduct, the number of priorInstances
_
disciplinary
_.
and the disciplinary. measures
. · . . of miscondud
__
.
.
..
_ · · .
_
.
_
·
imposed for such misconduca
and
the
circumstances
surrounding
the
incident
should
be
considered
when
deciding
the appropriate
.
.
_
_ �nd intervention
di�iplinary
measures.
Scho
.· , .·

J ..�

The enumero� i�ons are nol aD-i!'l(:iusive. Students who engage in misconduct which is.�t listed are wbiect to appropriate
disciplinary measures by the teacher, pr.incipol or regional superintendent based on violation of school rules. To ensure that staff, students
and potents are aware oi all expected standards of behavior, school rules should be in wrifind and distributed along with lhe Discipline
Code.

.
r,
Each level of - infractions contains o minimum lo a maxiffl\lm range of possible disci lino res n.ses that m
principal or regional superintendent. Infractions are grouped into. five levela, w ich range from _insubordi e
cJViors to seriously dong�ous or viole�ovion ond provide a corresponding ran�e of possible disciphnary r�ponaes'.. Whenever possible and appropriate, inter•
ventions should begin wi1h the lowest level of disciplinary response. Clear distinctions are ,j,ade for levels of behavior for grades K-5 and
� 1 2 so that the age and general maturi_ty of the stude11t ore considered. Some infractions may not apply to students in grades l<-3 . The

,
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-
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Discipline Code providas graduated .e!.,nolties for sludent.s who engage in repeated misbehovicks despite the prior imposition of appropriate
disciplinary meosur•s. Meire severe penaltie, wiH be irnposed on those students who. engae, i� o pattern of per$istent mi$COnduct.
Whenever pos�ble ond appropriate, prior lo imposing such p.nahles, school officials. should e}thausl less severe disciplinary responses. In
addition, a non-exhoustive list of guidance considerations, alternative lechniques and other mcJsures, e.g.,. covnseling, which may be used
when appropriate in conjunction with the disciplinary response, is indvded in this document o� poge 18.
.

NOTE: It is the responsibility of Khoc,15 to notify _parents whenever student$ violate 1M Discipli� Code or school rules. However, Level 3
Infractions or higher .must be reportad to parenb. When ci atudant i1 believed to haw cornrn� a crime, the poGce 1'!!!llf be 5ummonecl and
parents mu5J � conladed.
'i

'i

;
t>I S CIPUNE PROCEDURES
All entfi4H·i� �tudttnt records must be mode in accordance with Chancefto�'s Regulation A-82();, AD s�pel\Sions and removals from the doss
room must be eff�ted substantively and procedvrolty In accorc;IQnce with relevant Regulotiohs of the Chol'leellor; Stole Education law and
Federal .Laws. Principals' suspensions moy be appealed to 1he regional superinlcndents and r,/eionol superintendents' suspemions may be
appealed 19 the Chancellor in accordance with Chancellor's Regulation A-443.
':

School C!fficiala C1re responsible for sharing rhe irlormo.lion contained herein with srudonts, stoffiond parents. Sludent discipline procedures
for summer school vary from those used during 1he regular school year and ore issued separately.
�;
..!
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Jacqueline Renee Noble-Dial was born in Chattanooga, Tennessee on December
2, 1957. She is the seventh born of four brothers and two sisters. Jacquie attended public
schools in Chattanooga and entered first grade at five years old at Charles A. Bell .
Elementary School. Junior high school years were spent at Alton Park Junior High and
then went on to attend and graduate from Howard High School in 1975.
In August of 1975, she entered Tuskegee Institute majoring in Animal Science
and Pre-Veterinary Medicine. Jacquie graduated from Tuskegee Institute {Tuskegee
University) in May 1 1, 1980. She was employed with Tennessee Valley Authority as a
Radiological Chemist and worked at Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants from 198 1
1989. Jacquie worked as a Radiological Chemist in Ohio at Perry Nuclear Power Plant
from March 1989 to December 1989. She held an American Chemical Society
certification as a chemist from 1982 - 1991. Her first child was born on February 12,
1991 and she left Tennessee the same year and began working for the Department of
Energy in Hanford, Washington. Jacquie's second child was born on July 9, 1992. She
worked in the Tank Waste Remediation System Division while at Hanford and was
responsible for sampling and analysis of high-level tank wastes until December 1993.
Jacquie accepted a position with the Department of Energy - Oak Ridge
Operations in Oak Ridge, Tennessee in December 1993 working with the Technology
Development Group developing and deploying technologies used to remediate tank
waste. She enrolled at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville in the spring of 1998 with
an undeclared major. After taking courses for a couple of years, she enrolled in a cultural
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studies class and decided to major in Socio-Cultural Foundations of Sport and Education
in Cultural Studies.
Jacquie received her Masters of Science degree in Instructional Technology and
Educational Studies in August 2005. Her plans include pursuing a Doctorate of
Philosophy degree in Cultural Studies.
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